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Social Development Programs
social development programs allow youth to engage in 
positive interactions with their peers in safe environments. 
individual development programs focus on growing 
personal skills and competencies. small groups of teens 
interact with community leaders who lend their talents 
and expertise.

Empowerment Programs for Girls and Young Women
an innovative program model for girls and young women 
that utilizes skill-building activities and relationships with 
female mentors. this model aids the girls and young 
women in developing strong skills, building leadership and 
forming goals for future success. the programs should aim 
at creating cycles of mutual empowerment for girls and 
encourage them to become strong women themselves. 
  
Planning Youth Friendly Spaces
When youth are civically engaged they gain a sense 
that what they do matters, that they belong in their 
community, and their community belongs to them. if 
a young person is involved in planning a community 
park they take ownership of it. they might encourage 
others to use it, and maintain it’s spaces. When youth 
are connected in meaningful ways to their communities, 
they become the best of citizens. they see themselves 
in the everyday life of the neighborhood, and they feel 
that they can make a difference and their actions matter 
to others.

Community Art
teaching young citizens students about self expression 
and self-empowerment, each child internalizes the ability 
to tell stories through visual elements, which leads to 
the unravelling of intricate stories occurring in their own 
personal lives – from their every day journey to school 
to being woken up in middle of the night by gun shots. 
students can embark on a series of workshops to create 
murals on donated walls, sidewalks or parks, that intend 
to establish an ongoing visual dialogue between the youth 
the residents of pittsburgh. 

Displays of Talent  
Youth should be encouraged  should focus on 
providing performance opportunities in the pittsburgh 
neighborhood. talent shows, poetry readings, art 
competitions, comedy shows, are a sampling of events 
which could be held on a regular basis. Youth should be 
encouraged to volunteer at these events as well, to also 
learn how to organize productions, manage large groups 
and perform as leaders in their community. volunteers 
help produce and staff the show, and can also help with 
outreach, auditions, and other preparation prior to the 
event.

Health & Wellness
health and wellness programs encourage youth to make 
good choices for their future through physical activity and 
proper nutrition. emphasis is given to the importance 
of involving young people in identifying problems and 
developing solutions to ensure that programmes, policies 
and health services address their needs.

promoting good health for young residents of pittsburgh 
depends a great deal on providing appropriate information,  
and facilitating the development of life skills through 
which they acquire the ability to deal with sexuality, 
exercise good judgement, build and maintain healthy self-
esteem, and manage emotions and feelings safely.

these efforts mentioned are examples on how young 
residents can be involved in advancing the development 
of the neighborhood of pittsburgh.
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[CASE STUDY]
the poWer of stories
BUILDING AND REVITALIZING AN ANTI-VIOLENCE ENVIRONmENT | proJeCt brave

Building and Revitalizing an Anti-Violence Environment (project brave) is a youth violence prevention intervention 
in new orleans, louisiana, guided by a partnership of community and school-based organizations, school teachers 
and students, and various stakeholders.  project brave participants view violence as a community-level public is-
sue created in part, by conditions in their social and physical environment. 

in project brave, high school students 
write about their experiences with vio-
lence and share their stories both in the 
classroom and with stakeholders in the 
community. it concludes with challeng-
es faced, facilitating factors, and next 
steps that are relevant to school and 
community-based youth involvement in 
violence prevention.

project brave built on existing methods 
(e.g., story circles, community organiz-
ing) to address issues that are important 
to the community. in this way, the com-
munity views project brave as support-
ing and complementing other commu-
nity-based efforts rather than diverting 
important resources from existing goals.

project brave takes a “youth empow-
erment ” approach, in which youth 
are seen not as a source of community 
problems but as a vital resource to com-
munities with the potential to act as 
catalysts for and agents of change.

one Project BRAVE story involved a student’s boyfriend, who was killed in a 
retaliatory shooting while riding as a passenger in a stolen car.  students iden-
tified important events that led to the violence; the theft of the car and the 
procurement of the gun.  students also discussed contributing factors such 
as the fact that the youth did not work or attend school, lack of student and 
parental involvement in schools, educational policy that influences student 
satisfaction with school, a lack of community or police presence that might 
have prevented the theft, a lack of employment opportunities, and public 
policy related to gun sales. the facilitator asked questions using different lev-
els of analysis to help the students organize the events and factors.  

When asked about the characteristics of the young men involved, students 
mentioned lack of interest in school and work as contributing factors. they 
cited peer pressure among friends as an interpersonal factor that contributed 
to the events. in response to questions about community and societal factors, 
students mentioned that businesses rarely hired neighborhood youth and, 
when they did, they only made minimum wage. students used their social-
ecological analyses to develop a list of stakeholders who they believed could 
affect the factors contributing to violence. the list included neighborhood 
residents, teachers and school administrators, police, business owners, and 
city officials.  a solution that emerged from the discussion was to develop 
a system for neighbors to take turns monitoring the park. a representative 
from the city department responsible for parks and recreation programs was 
present and volunteered to share the idea with her supervisors. other solu-
tions included training for local police to avoid excessive force and presenting 
the students’ work citywide to motivate other neighborhoods to act.

adopt the preservation of pittsburgh neighborhood 
master plan.

maintain momentum gained from the charrette by 
keeping students involved in the community – clean-
ups, public art, etc.

Create a community Youth Group to interact 
and help implement certain projects from the 
preservation of pittsburgh neighborhood master 
plan.

emphasise the importance of neighborhood schools, 
and safeguard parks middle school from closure.

SUPPORT YOUTH RELATED ACTIVITIES
[GETTING THERE]
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Create WalKable, livable streets 
When revitalized, streets should have a pedestrian-
friendly scale maintaining the best features of the 
traditional street design. re-connecting sidewalks and 
removing obstacles (such as utility poles) will make it 
easier to walk through the neighborhood. placing utilities 
underground will upgrade aesthetics and boost pride. 

streets play an essential role in the healthy operation 
of neighborhoods.  streets permit access to light and 
fresh air, provide a location for social interaction, and 
straight streets such as mcdaniel allow views through 
the neighborhood.  

street closures and development that take up more 
than one city block (also known as “superblock” 
developments) restrict public access and connectivity.  
given the importance of the street grid to pittsburgh’s 
urban environment, every effort should be made to 
preserve the grid, including alleys, as the neighborhood 
develops further.  Closure or sale of the neighborhood’s 
streets and alleys should be prohibited.

a number of needed improvements for neighborhood 
streets were discussed during the charrette. one of 
the major concerns of residents is to make walkability 
the first priority in design.  this idea sets the vision or 
foundation for transportation planning and design, and is 
supported by the objective of “creating walkable, livable 
streets.”    

throughout the neighborhood of pittsburgh, there is 
not a consistent network of sidewalks for pedestrians 
to navigate; where sidewalks are present they are often 
blocked by obstacles, either permanent (such as utility 
poles) or temporary (parked vehicles).  re-establishing a 
network of usable sidewalks will make it easier to walk 
through town. 

placing utilities underground will not only clear 
pedestrian passageways but also upgrade aesthetics and 
boost community pride.  re-establishing the street wall 
on vacant parcels, through infill buildings or garden walls, 
will help to define a sense of enclosure.  pedestrian-
scaled lighting along street edges is needed to improve 
safety in the evenings.  in locations where sidewalks are 
not possible due to narrow rights-of-way widths, ada 
approved grates can be used to cover drainage gutters,  
and/or narrowing travel lanes would making pedestrian 
activity possible.   

adopt the preservation of pittsburgh neighborhood 
master plan.

encourage sidewalks on every street in pittsburgh to 
foster better connections between green spaces. 

initiate an ambitious street tree campaign. 

encourage the utility company to ensure proper 
street lighting throughout the neighborhood. 

remove unused utility poles and cables that can be 
removed to reduce visual clutter. 

investigate the costs associated with placing utilities 
underground.

Create WalKable, livable streets
[GETTING THERE]
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TEN STEPS TOWARDS WALKABLE STREETS

[1] DESIGN FOR PEDESTRIANS FIRST.
great streets are designed to provide a high-caliber 
experience for pedestrians; once this is accomplished, 
they go on from there to accommodate all other required 
modes of travel. 

[2] PROPORTIONS mATTER.
a street should function as an outdoor room, surrounding 
its occupants in a space that is welcoming and usable. a 
1:3 ratio for building height to street width is often cited 
as a minimum section for a sense of enclosure.  Creating 
this sense of enclosure involves more than just narrow 
street width, however.  there are well-defined eight-lane 
roads just as there are two-lane roads that seem to be 
impassable.  streets must be sized properly for their use 
and should be defined with appropriate building sizes. 
street trees and furniture such as lighting also play a 
critical role in defining the space of the street.  

[3] DESIGN THE STREET AS A UNIFIED WHOLE.
an essential distinction of great streets is that the entire 
space is designed as an ensemble, from the travel lanes, 
trees and sidewalks, to the very buildings that line the 
roadway. building form and character is particularly 
important in shaping a sense of place.  the best streets 
invariably have buildings fronting them, with a particular 
height and massing that creates an appropriate sense 
of enclosure. the random setbacks generated by 
conventional zoning rarely produce this effect; form-
based regulations must be put in place to control building 
form and placement.  

excerpted from AIA Graphic Standards
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proportions of street spaCe
the height-to-width ratio of the space generates spatial enclosure, which is related to the physiology of the human eye. if the width 
of a public space is such that the cone of vision encompasses less street wall than sky opening, the degree of spatial enclosure is 
slight. the ratio of 1 increment of height to 6 of width is the absolute minimum, with 1 to 3 being an effective minimum if a sense 
of enclosure is to result. as a general rule, the tighter the ratio, the stronger the sense of place and, often, the higher the real 
estate value. spatial enclosure is particularly important for shopping streets that must compete with shopping malls, which provide 
very effective spatial definition. [emphasis added]. in the absence of spatial definition by facades, disciplined tree planting is an 
alternative. trees aligned for spatial enclosure are necessary on thoroughfares that have substantial front yards.
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furthermore, urban buildings must front the street with 
frequent thresholds such as doors, windows, balconies, 
and porches. these thresholds promote a lively 
streetscape, and ultimately provide passive security for 
pedestrians by focusing “eyes on the street.” 

[4] INCLUDE SIDEWALKS.
appropriately designed sidewalks are essential for active 
pedestrian life.  pedestrians will be more willing to 
utilize sidewalks if they are protected from automobile 
traffic. one of the simplest ways to buffer the pedestrian 
is to place street trees between the street and the 
sidewalk.  other street furniture such as streetlights, 
bus shelters, and benches occupy wider sidewalks and 
provide additional separation between pedestrians 
and automobile traffic.  the width of the sidewalk will 
vary according to the location. on most single-family 
residential streets, five feet is an appropriate width, 
but streets with rowhouses and multi-family buildings 
requires a more generous sidewalk. on main streets, 
fourteen feet is an ideal sidewalk width, which must 
never fall below an absolute minimum of eight feet. 
 
[5] PROVIDE SHADE.
motorists, pedestrians, and cyclists typically prefer 
shady streets. shade provides protection from heat and 
sun and contributes to the spatial definition of a street.  
shade can be provided with canopy trees or architectural 
encroachments over the sidewalk.  Canopy trees should 
be planted in a planting strip between the sidewalk and 
the street in order to provide continuous definition and 
shade for both the street and the sidewalk.  architectural 
encroachments over the sidewalk such as awnings, 

arcades, and cantilevered balconies are another way to 
protect pedestrians from the elements and meanwhile 
shield storefronts from glare. 

[6] mAKE mEDIANS SUFFICIENTLY WIDE.
Where divided thoroughfares are unavoidable, the medi-
ans must be generous enough to serve as a pedestrian 
amenity.  a minimum median width of 8’ will accom-
modate a row of street trees and will provide adequate 
refuge for pedestrians crossing a wide roadway.

[7] PLANT THE STREET TREES IN AN ORDERLY 
manner.
great streets are typically planted with rows of regularly-
spaced trees, using consistent species. this formal tree 
alignment has a powerful effect; it at once shapes the 
space and reflects conscious design. more importantly, 
the shade produced by the trees will be continuous 
enough to make walking viable.  furthermore, the spa-
tial impression of aligned trees also has a traffic calming 
effect.

[8] USE SmART LIGHTING.
streets should be appropriately lit for automobile and 
pedestrian safety. pedestrians naturally avoid streets 
where they feel unsafe. loosely-spaced, highway-scaled 
“cobra head” light fixtures do not provide appropriate 
light intensity and consistency for pedestrian well-being.  
more frequently-spaced, shorter fixtures more appropri-
ate, and provide light beneath the tree canopy as street 
trees mature. 

[9] ALLOW ON-STREET PARKING IN SUITABLE 
loCations.
on-street parking buffers pedestrians from moving cars 
and calms traffic by forcing drivers to stay alert.  parallel 
parking is the ideal arrangement, because it requires the
least amount of space and allows pedestrians to easily 
cross through the thin line of cars.  diagonal parking 
is acceptable on some shopping streets, as long as the 
extra curb-to-curb width is not achieved at the expense 
of sidewalk width.  parking located in front of a street-
front business encourages people to get out of their 
cars and walk, and is essential to leasing street-oriented 
retail space.

[10] RESIST PARKING LOTS IN FRONT OF 
buildings.
the bulk of a building’s parking supply should occur 
behind the building.  the conventional practice of plac-
ing surface parking lots in front of buildings results in a 
disconnected pedestrian environment.  if current zon-
ing regulations are reformed to provide “build-to” lines 
rather than mandatory front setbacks for commercial 
buildings, parking will be forced to the interior of the 
block.  as a result, the pedestrian realm of the sidewalk 
will be defined by shop fronts and building entrances 
rather than parking lots.
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ENHANCE COmmUNITY RESOURCES
if efforts to revitalize the neighborhood of pittsburgh are 
to be successful,  the needs of current pittsburgh residents 
who are the most vulnerable, need to be addressed. as 
indicated on the chart on the following page, there are a 
number of organizations providing outreach and support 
services to residents who are homeless, under-housed, 
or experience extreme poverty within the neighborhood 
of pittsburgh. multiple approaches are needed to help 
pittsburgh’s most vulnerable residents address the many 
challenges that they face:  

Outreach to provide services to residents who experience 
extreme poverty, or have substance addictions,   
counselling, drug and alcohol rehabilitation, housing, and 
other immediate needs. the ability to develop trusting 
relationships, and to make appropriate referrals to support 
agencies outside the community, are critical.  

Support  to provide services to residents who are ready to 
receive ongoing support and housing. a team should be 
in place to assess the residents’ needs, identify long-term 
housing options and provide support to help the resident 
remain in their new living situation. the team should also 
provide advocacy services and make referrals for residents 
to other appropriate support agencies, such as the united 
Way.  in addition to housing, this team should provide 
support for drug and alcohol rehabilitation referrals and 
other support services.

Sustain to provide long-term medical, drug and alcohol 
support services through individual counselling sessions, 
therapeutic and/or group programs.  for efficiency, 
these can be provided within pittsburgh, or a nearby 
neighborhood. 

adopt the preservation of pittsburgh neighborhood 
master plan.

increase coordination between organizations that 
provide meals in the pittsburgh neighborhood so that 
services are more efficient and better coordinated.

locate a site in the pittsburgh neighborhood for a 
resource center where basic needs and services can 
be provided.

ENHANCE COmmUNITY RESOURCES
[GETTING THERE]

in the short-term, a resource center should be placed 
within a central part of pittsburgh.  the most economical 
and feasible place should be in an existing building 
which needs little to no renovations. the building should 
provide;  

• social workers 
• showers
• meals
• health services and screenings 
• re-entry services
• drug & alcohol rehabilitation programs 

once an opportunity provides itself for a more permanent 
location, the effort can be grown to accommodate more 
services, and a wider range of amenities for residents. the 
facility should provide enhanced services such as;

• an enrollment process for homeless families 
entering the shelter system 

• food bank 
• mental health screenings
• primary care clinics
• music, art and dance classes
• life skills assessment & training
• mentoring program 
• hands-on skill building (gardening, computers, etc.)
• thrift store where donated items can be sold. the 

program should be designed to teach men and 
women work skills and to assist them in finding and 
retaining employment.

• legal services and advocacy for individuals and 
families at risk of being evicted from their homes.

• rental assistance program to help homeless 
residents pay for their own housing arrangements.

[CASE STUDY]
the faCes of homelessness
the faces of homelessness speakers’ bureau is a 
program of the national Coalition for the homeless that 
is comprised of people who are or have been homeless.  
they work to educate the public about homelessness and 
what can be done to end it. this approach is a unique 
tool because it establishes a significant platform for those 
whom homelessness affects directly to talk personally 
about their experiences. additionally, the speakers’ 
bureau creates opportunities for members to advocate 
for themselves and others, as well as build the necessary 
bridges with the rest of society so that we may work 
cooperatively to end homelessness.

Source:  http://www.nationalhomeless.org/faces/index.html
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homeless serviCe map of pittsburgh
the main organizations addressing homelessness in pittsburgh neighborhood are the salvation army ray and Joan Kroc Corp Community Center, pittsburgh resurrection, 
pittsburgh ministerial alliance (pma), and Jars of Clay.  the table below shows the services that organizations and groups provide to the homeless population of 
pittsburgh on a weekly basis.  Coordinating services within these organizations will make services offered to the public more efficient.

organiZation serviCe

The Salvati on Army Ray and 
Joan Kroc Corps Community 
Center

The center gives out “snack packs” at noon fi ve days a week and groceries on monday morning. People can get the groceries once every three months. They also work 
with the pma and the Cheesecake factory to serve thanksgiving dinner to about 400 people each year. their “angel tree” program provides Christmas presents for 
hundreds of families. their family literacy program provides dinner and ged classes from 5:00 to 8:00 pm monday thru thursday with a quality enrichment program 
for student’s children or grandchildren between the ages of 1 and 12 years. they have a gym and weight room as well as classes in cooking, dance, art, and many other 
acti viti es.

The Pitt sburgh ministerial 
alliance

The Alliance includes the more acti ve churches in the neighborhood. They have a Tuesday breakfast for about 150 of the homeless or needy in the neighborhood. They 
have done a Thanksgiving meal for the community for years, but now it is done mostly in conjuncti on with the Kroc Center and the Cheesecake Factory though some 
churches also have smaller meals on Thanksgiving. They now have their 501-C-3 and a donated house and are looking to get more acti ve in serving the homeless and 
the rest of the community. 

the evangeline booth salva-
ti on Army Offi  cer’s Training 
College

the College does outreach by feeding the homeless under bridges and in other places where the homeless are known to congregate. they also do prayer walks thru the 
neighborhood and walk over to magic City which is the nearest “adult entertainment” club and witness through friendship with the young women.

Pitt sburgh Resurrecti on The organizati on feeds sandwiches and chips to about thirty people on monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 3:00 pm and a full meal Saturday at 3:00 pm. They try to 
meet as many other needs of the people as they can including getti  ng into detox and drug rehab, online communicati on with government agencies, reading glasses, 
mARTA fare, just about anything – the people on their side of Pitt sburgh generally come to them fi rst when they have a need. most rehab referrals go through them. 
They are looking at a couple of locati ons for establishing transiti on houses.

toni miller ms. miller, is the granddaughter of mr. Warren Benjamin. He was the primary rooming house owner in Pitt sburgh for 50 years. She inherited the large former building 
of the eoa (economic opportunity atlanta) at 935 mcdaniel st. where mr. Warren had a rooming house for 20 years. she would like to make it into the benjamin Cen-
ter to meet needs of the homeless who used to depend on her grandfather and youth and seniors. The building will need extensive renovati on as the old wiring (that 
needed replacing anyway) has been extracted by homeless recyclers. 

Jars of Clay Jars of Clay is a church on Sunday and a shelter for women and children all week. They do outreach through computer classes etc. and oft en have big programs on 
holidays and special occasions.

Grace Evangelisti c minis-
tries ministry meets at Jars of Clay and they feed at 12:00 pm Wednesday.

st. John’s overcoming 
Church Church has a service at 11:00 am on Wednesday followed by a lunch at noon. they try to help the people in other ways while they are there.

Community Christi an 
Church Church feeds breakfast sunday morning at 8:00 am and reaches out in other ways.

Crossroads, emmaus house 
& Central presbyterian 
Church

Assists residents seeking Identi fi cati on Cards.

united Way Director of homeless services att ended acti viti es during the charrett e and is interested in the revitalizati on of Pitt sburgh.
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attraCt more residents
pittsburgh has been labeled a dangerous neighborhood in 
the City of atlanta. it stems from a long history of drugs, 
criminal activity and prostitution; unfortunately, these 
small acts have branded the neighborhood.  how do 
you  attract interest in pittsburgh once these issues are 
resolved? 

the gradual development of traditional neighborhoods 
has resulted in a four characteristics that sustain economic 
diversity.  these characteristics include a mix of uses, an 
interconnected street and block network, a mixture of 
old and new buildings, and a dense population.   a mix 
of uses allows residents and businesses to thrive within 
a district by providing convenient access to housing, 
employment, entertainment, and diverse goods and 
services.  an interconnected street and block network 
allows for numerous and convenient paths through 
the neighborhood. these paths support movement 
while providing convenient access by many modes of 
transportation, essential for those who cannot drive or 
afford a car.  a mixture of old and new buildings, both 
large and small, allows small, local businesses to thrive 
side-by-side with larger companies. finally, a dense 
population creates demand for a number of diverse goods 
and services within a tightly-defined social infrastructure, 
creating employment and entrepreneurial opportunity 
for those of all ages and backgrounds.  a larger residential 
base can also support stores offering a variety of goods 
and services, open into the evening hours.  this will further 
increase the allure of pittsburgh to new residents.

to attract a diverse population, and ultimately become 
a dynamic urban destination, housing must be provided 
for all income levels and household types.  the housing 
stock for such a community is already in place; the range 

of housing sizes, ages, and types allows a variety of 
households, ages, and income levels to live in the same 
neighborhood.  

new construction should continue to target a diverse 
residential population. Where appropriate, subsidies 
should be provided to fill the gap between market values 
and affordable housing needs.  for example, many cities 
have partnered with local employers, universities, and 
medical institutions, to create employer-assisted housing 
benefit plans for employees. through these initiatives, 
employers provide eligible employees with a forgivable 
loan of a set amount—typically between $2,000 and 
$15,000, depending on local housing costs—as well 
as housing information and education, and innovative 
financing options. other successful mechanisms for 
promoting a mix of incomes in neighborhood environments 
include gap financing, sales and income tax incentives, and 
double-bottom line funds.  

an important focus for housing needs in pittsburgh is the 
need for attainable housing, or housing that is affordable 
for a family being supported by the salary of one entry-
level teacher, fire-fighter or police officer.  some methods 
for achieving attainable housing include: establishing 
establishing partnerships with non-profit and private 
entities to facilitate the development of attainable 
workforce housing, modifying regulations to increase the 
supply and quality of attainable housing, and establishing 
an inclusionary zoning policy.

adopt the preservation of pittsburgh neighborhood 
master plan.

Change pittsburgh’s image by maintaining the 
neighborhood publicizing positive efforts and events 
throughout the media and maintaining the neigh-
borhood

encourage mixed commerce so that residents at all 
income levels can fulfill their daily needs within rea-
sonable proximity of their home.

provide housing opportunities for those of all back-
grounds regardless of age, race, gender or sexuality. 

in order for the neighborhood of pittsburgh to 
achieve vibrancy, it must encourage economic diver-
sity.

Continue to celebrate and promote pittsburgh’s his-
tory with an sustained historic preservation program 
and a coordinated system of history trails and muse-
ums.

attraCt more residents
[GETTING THERE]
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provide smart parKing solutions
a parking permit program should be established to give 
residents and businesses certainty.  Common lots can 
provide efficient parking for neighboring users, relieving 
the constrained parcels. 

one of the major issues identified during the charrette 
is the need for improved parking solutions.  an overall 
under supply of parking exists, as does inadequate policies 
for existing parking.  lot sizes and topographic change 
make parking on-site challenging for many properties.  
two solutions identified during the charrette to alleviate 
neighborhood parking problems include instituting a 
parking permit program (for residential neighborhoods) 
and where allowed, utilizing vacant lots as temporary 
public parking locations. 

a neighborhood parking permit program would give 
residents and businesses greater certainty about the 
availability of parking. these programs should be 
implemented on a block-by-block basis only where the 
program is desired and where there is sufficient support 
to monetarily administer the program.  

as mcdaniel street revitalizes and returns to its original role 
as a commercial mixed-use corridor, it will need convenient 
off-street parking to support more frequent visitors.  the 
garages should be built as a public-private partnership in 
coordination with mcdaniel street businesses, developers, 
sndsi, pCia, and the City of atlanta.   surface parking lots 
behind buildings may also be used to accommodate off-
street parking needs.  

it is essential that these parking garages and lots are 
located mid-block, concealed from view from the street by 
buildings that are at least 40’ deep.  these liner buildings 
should relate to the neighboring buildings in height, scale 

and character so that the urban fabric remains continuous.  
these buildings can accommodate residential, office, or 
retail uses as appropriate. 

adopt the preservation of pittsburgh neighborhood 
master plan.

investigate the feasibility of a parking permit program.

add on-street, parallel parking to all appropriate 
streets in pittsburgh.

Where structured parking is being built, insure that 
off-street structured parking with habitable liner 
buildings front the street.  Create structured parking 
over time, as the demand exists. 

in the final phase of the plan, work with the private 
sector to establish management of under-used 
parking and by creating shared parking agreements 
between uses such as office and restaurant or night-
time entertainment.

provide smart parKing solutions
[GETTING THERE]

[CASE STUDY]
residential parKing permit programs

there are a number 
of parking permit-
ting program exam-
ples in many historic 
neighborhoods that 
experience similar 
demand for parking 
as pittsburgh does.  
in Charleston, sC, 
for example, the 
City has established 
nine (9) districts 
(see image). these 
parking districts 
operate like zones 

each with their own set of rules and regulations.  

savannah, georgia’s permitting program allows residents 
to park within a 1-street radius of their home, but not in 
front of a commercial building.  these permits cost $125 
per year.

the City of atlanta also addresses the issue on-street park-
ing for residents in certain neighborhoods. vehicles bear-
ing a special parking permit may be parked in excess of 
the time limits posted on streets within certain permitted 
areas. some of the neighborhoods include; ansley park , 
atkins park, glen iris, home park, inman park, inwood Cir-
cle, midtown, myrtle street, saunders street, summerhill, 
and vine City.

Parking Districts in Charleston, SC
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URBAN DESIGN
during the charrette process the design team came up 
with a series of urban design concepts that addressed the 
goals and vision of the pittsburgh residents and stakehold-
ers. the concepts summarize the results of an engaging 
and open planning process.

residents and stakeholders of the pittsburgh neighbor-
hood expressed their desire for the community to become 
a walkable, vibrant, mixed-use destination, with identifi-
able centers that offered a variety of goods and services 
at walking distance. 

two of the streets that the design team focused on, were 
mcdaniel street and rockwell street. mcdaniel street 
contains a variety of land uses and diversity in building 
types and sizes that makes the street ideal for locating 
town centers. by locating town centers along mcdaniel, 
residents can easily access transit, goods and services 
within walking distance. rockwell street provides an 
example for infill development. over time, blocks can be 
transformed to include uses currently lacking or missing 
from the neighborhood or develop housing for new and 
existing residents. by infilling empty lots and filling the 
vacant buildings, the possibilities for success are certain. 

architecture can also serve as a catalyst for the revitaliza-
tion of pittsburgh. abandoned or un-used buildings can be 
rehabilitated to attract new residents and businesses back 
into the neighborhood. 

pittsburgh benefits by having streets and buildings that 
support walkable street scenes. streets are intercon-
nected, which encourages walking, and buildings are 
street oriented. 

Neighborhoods of South Atlanta

pittsburgh

downtown atlanta

meChaniCsville

adair 
parK

Capitol 
view

high 
point

oaKland 
City

peoplestown

south 
atlanta

Choosewood
parK
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the following are key urban design concepts that were 
explored:

• mcdaniel st. as a vibrant & mixed-use thoroughfare
• structure rehabilitation along mcdaniel
• block transformation
• Community gardens
• increasing connectivity
• neighborhood schools
• Compatible infill opportunities   
• architecture 
• revitalization of existing buildings

heritage Communities of south atlanta
the heritage Communities of south atlanta run just 
south of the downtown central business district. the sub-
area includes portions of pittsburgh, peoplestown, Capitol 
view, Capitol view manor, oakland City, adair park, the 
villages at Carver and Choosewood park. the area’s park 
development in the first five years will focus on a few 
spur trails, as well as the redevelopment of stanton/four 
Corners park and the initial development of a park at the 
historical murphy’s triangle.

the diagram on the left shows the neighborhoods of 
south atlanta. 

WHAT WE HEARD

• safe, supportive community
• vibrant community with many small business
• include missing uses: pharmacy, grocery, day care center, clinic, senior care center
• more places to play sports; fields
• personal and economic growth
• a local economy with urban agriculture as foundation
• youth involvement, education
• implement safe routes to school
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ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN - A SHARED VISION
the plan for the future of pittsburgh is both a physical plan to guide 
appropriate growth and development and a policy document to serve as a 
blueprint for action for neighborhood leaders, residents, and stakeholders.  

walking through pittsburgh’s blocks of abandoned homes and vacant 
parcels, it’s hard to imagine what it once was. the abandoned homes, in 
particular, provide a haven for drugs and other illegal activity, exacerbating 
the pervasive social problems that plague the city. 

the illustrative plan synthesizes community ideas and depicts the idealized 
build-out and vision for pittsburgh. this map is for illustrative purposes 
and is not a regulating document. the illustrative plan identifies key 
opportunity parcels for infill development and preservation of open space. 
this chapter includes specific design details and plan recommendations for 
the neighborhood of pittsburgh.
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Proposed infi ll over time
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Greens
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plan ConCepts

street-oriented infill buildings on vacant or redeveloped parcels are provided to create a continuous street frontage.

the addition of street trees helps to create desirable addresses and enhance the pedestrian environment.

vacant parcels along mcdaniel street receive a variety of new uses, and serve as the center for surrounding neighborhood residents. Coupled with new pedes-
trian amenities such as wider sidewalks, street trees and on-street parking create a vital corridor with a mix of uses for pittsburgh residents.

existing bus stops are enhanced to improve the transit experience.

Key underutilized parcels are redeveloped to provide public frontage and better visibility.

historic resources, such as Crogman school, are be preserved and made more accessible to the public for educational and cultural enrichment.

pittman park’s facilities are upgraded and more programs are established.

Community gardens are located throughout the site as a short-term solution to maintain vacant lots.

the university avenue site should be developed with respect to the pittsburgh neighborhood, and kept connected to the neighborhood.

larger warehouse buildings are turned into flex-space for creative industries.

new street connections provide alternatives for vehicular and pedestrian connection.

parking is located in a mid-block location, shielded from view of pedestrians on the street.

new public open spaces are included at visible locations to compliment adjacent uses, these become an amenity to the community as well.

infill buildings have similar massing, setbacks and character as existing homes throughout the neighborhood.

where multiple lots are owned by a single owner, incentives should be given to encourage redevelopment.

Children’s playground at the intersection of ira and roy streets.
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MCDANIEL STREET

Corridor study
mcdaniel street is pittsburgh’s historic retail street and 
the corridor has served as a destination throughout 
much of the neighborhood’s history.  this commerce 
was supported by a vibrant residential population in 
pittsburgh and by the frequent visitors who passed 
through the neighborhood. this thriving street was once 
multi-modal, serving the needs of pedestrians, transit 
riders and vehicles, today it is dominated by automobiles 
and scheduled bus service. 

prior to the interstate, the street was a major regional 
thoroughfare.  the street was served by a healthy trolley 
system that ran in the right-of-way, which operated 
along mcdaniel street.  this high level of consumer and 
transit support created an ideal market for shopping that 
eventually evolved into a golden era of large and small-
scale stores and businesses.  

although its urban fabric remains ideally suited for 
a vibrant mixed-use corridor, mcdaniel street today 
experiences vacancies and blight in certain blocks.  

despite this, mcdaniel street retains the walkable, 
pedestrian-friendly urban fabric that once supported thriving 
commerce.  some of the historic storefronts along the corridor 
remain intact.  much of the retail and commercial activity of 
the street has moved westward along the perpendicular 
streets into the suburbs due in large part to prevalent use of 
the automobile and high crime.

rather than serving as a destination, this street is 
today used as a vehicular corridor to get through 
pittsburgh.  the street has retained a generous width 
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plan ConCepts

infill housing has similar character and scale to 
existing properties.

small businesses - medical office, pharmacy, 
bakery, shelter, etc.

larger local businesses - grocery store, commer-
cial office, retail, learning center, etc.

the addition of street trees helps to create 
desirable addresses and enhance the pedestrian 
environment.
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that can support a return to a healthy mix of pedestrian, 
automobile, and transit connectivity.  

during the charrette, a strong desire was expressed to 
see mcdaniel street return to its heyday as the retail and 
commercial heart of the neighborhood of pittsburgh.  
the hope is that it’s historic storefronts will be filled once 
again with merchandise and services, and its sidewalks 
packed with pedestrians, diners and shoppers.  

in order to achieve this vision, a combination of physical, 

economic and social measures must be taken to support 
a thriving retail district.  these measures are explained in 
the following chapters.
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MCDANIEL STREET
Change over time
mcdaniel street currently has a number of vacant lots 
and buildings. in order to create a continuous pedestrian 
realm and to better shape the public realm of the street 
as a place unto itself, it is important that these vacant 
lots and buildings are filled in over time, as market forces 
make such construction attractive to property owners 
and developers. when this development occurs, it is 
essential that it is in alignment with the community vision 
for the neighborhood of pittsburgh as a neighborhood 
center and main corridor. 

a memorable neighborhood center is difficult to achieve 
without the support of street-oriented buildings.  street-
oriented buildings are the framework for a compact, 
mixed-use environment. they have multiple stories 
and are built close to the sidewalk, with parking and 
services located at the rear of the building. parking 
is located on-street and in mid-block parking lots or 
parking garages that are lined with buildings. street-
oriented buildings have primary entrances and windows 
facing the sidewalk which engage the pedestrian and 
promote activity. 

buildings with street-oriented architecture shape public 
space and create comfortable, engaging places. street-
oriented architecture has the added benefit of improving 
neighborhood safety by providing natural surveillance 
through the doors and windows facing the public realm, 
better known as “eyes on the street.” once the correct 
placement and orientation of a building is achieved, 
materials and architectural details can enhance and 
support street life. 

Phase 1: Introduce a police kiosk to keep “eyes on the street” at all times

Existing conditions at McDaniel Street and Mary Street
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Phase 2: The corner of Mary and McDaniel street is a key intersection in 
Pittsburgh. In it’s existing state, the building on the northwest corner is a 
great reminder of the past “main street” buildings along McDaniel Street. In 
the rendering above, the plywood barricades are removed, and the building is 
occupied. A manned police kiosk, perhaps as part of the Mobile Community 
Oriented Police Station (MCOPS) initiative, is proposed at the intersection to 
provide a sense of safety for residents, especially those who walk through the 
neighborhood at night.

Phase 3: The vacant lots at the corner of Mary and McDaniel Street can 
be used to host an array of informal and formal community events. In the 
rendering above, a popular food truck can be parked at the location on certain 
days during the week for a few hours. This type of activity encourages 
residents to engage with one another, and reduces criminal activity with more 
eyes on the street.
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Final Phase: In the final stage of redevelopment, trees are planted and new mixed-use infill buildings enhance McDaniel Street as the heart of Pittsburgh, and a potential corridor to the University Avenue site. To ensure that new development 
follows and respects the building patterns of the existing building forms, a form-based code can be set up as a guide for development. A similar result can be achieved by employing the Quality of Life Zoning Code. 
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atlanta poliCe department mobile 
Community oriented poliCe station 

(MCOPS)

the mobile Community oriented police station 
(mCops) situates the police station in the commu-
nity and allows for closer police services to citizens 
where the police precinct is not in the general vi-
cinity. the Community liaison unit is encouraging 
citizens in the neighborhood to stop by the mo-
bile precinct and visit with officers as they engage 
in community outreach and education efforts for 
the pittsburgh community. the officers will have 
crime prevention pamphlets and public safety in-
formation to share with the neighborhood. 

recently, during february 2012 officers from the 
mCops unit camped out in pittsburgh, in an emp-
ty parking lot across from the convenience store 
on mcdaniel street where a 20 year old brandon 
white was attacked by three gang members ear-
lier that month.  

Quality of life Zoning Code

while with the City of atlanta, tunnell - spangler -  
walsh & associates’ (tsw) Caleb racicot prepared 
the City of atlanta Quality of life Zoning Code. this 
parallel code is a comprehensive update of the City’s 
zoning ordinance which provides an alternative to 
conventional, outdated zoning districts. the code is 
the product of hundreds of meetings with neighbor-
hoods, businesses, and members of the public who 
were unsatisfied with the conventional zoning code.

the following districts were created under the Code:

• neighborhood Commercial

• residential-Commercial mix

• live - work

• multifamily - residential

 c o m m u n i t y  d e s i g n  a n d  a r c h i t e c t u r e                                   
w w w . t u n s p a n . c o m    

QUALITY OF LIFE ZONING CODE
Atlanta, Georgia

While with the City of Atlanta, TSW’s Caleb Racicot prepared the City of 
Atlanta Quality of Life Zoning Code.  This parallel code is a comprehen-
sive update of the City’s zoning ordinance which provides an alternative 
to conventional, outdated zoning districts. The code is the product of 
hundreds of meeting with neighborhoods, business, and those unsatisfied 
the conventional zoning code. 

Under the conventional code many of the city’s cherished neighborhoods 
could not be built today. The new code responds to a desire to provide zon-
ing districts which allow developers to build pedestrian oriented, traditional 
buildings without being forced to go through a costly and time-consuming 
variance process.  The Quality of Life Zoning Code includes several new 
zoning districts:  Neighborhood Commercial, Residential-Commercial 
Mix, Live-Work, Multifamily-Residential, and several transit-oriented and 
mixed-use Special Public Interest Districts.    

Regardless of the district, all Quality of Life Zoning Code districts share basic urban design principles.  These include requirements 
for wide sidewalks with street trees, sidewalk-oriented buildings, unobtrusive parking, and a respect for the street, among other 
things.  All districts require parking to be behind or beside buildings, articulation of  ground floor facades, entrances directly 
accessible from the sidewalk, and a limited number of permitted driveways.
                                                                      
Mixed-use districts are an integral part of the code.  The Neighborhood Commercial district provides neighborhoods with 
close-at- hand goods and services, including neighborhood-scale retail, offices, and multifamily housing options.   These dis-
tricts generally serve no more than one or two neighborhoods.  Similarly, the Residential-Commercial Mix districts provides 
commercial and multifamily uses that serve several neighborhoods.  This district includes three different density levels which 
correspond to varying needs across the City. Special Public Interest (SPI) Districts provide the highest density mixed-use areas, 
and are generally located around MARTA Rail Stations and in traditional business centers.  These include the Midtown and 
Lindbergh SPI districts.

Primarily residential districts provide opportunities for higher-density residential, while allowing limited commercial uses. The 
Live-Work district provides residents with opportunities to operate small shops and galleries out of townhomes, lofts and apart-
ments buildings, while still maintaining a residential character. Location controls and size limits ensure this. 

The Multifamily-Residential allows for several density levels 
of multifamily housing, ranging from single-family townhouses 
to high-rise apartment towers.  Small commercial uses are per-
mitted on the ground floor of these buildings, as appropriate 
for the scale and character of nearby neighborhoods.
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Existing buildings with improvements and new infill buildings over time along McDaniel Street

Existing buildings along McDaniel Street

Existing buildings with improvements along McDaniel Street

arthur street

arthur street

arthur street

[big 4 supermarket]

STRUCTURE REHABILITATION ALONG MCDANIEL

[hurt st. baptist Church]
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mary street

mary street

mary street

[959 mcdaniel street] [931 mcdaniel street] [murray & son funeral home]

mary street
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BLOCK TRANSFORMATION
a key concept for overall revitalization of the pittsburgh 
neighborhood is to decrease the amount of vacant 
buildings and building sites, as well as to promote the 
infill of underutilized parcels, such as those currently 
used for unfavorable or criminal activities. reuse and 
infill development would increase safety by adding more 
“eyes on the street”, and also increase walkability by filling 
in gaps along the street wall. it is important that these 
vacant sites not only become occupied, but also that the 
form and function of new buildings enhance the street 
and surrounding neighborhood. 

in order to increase the walkability of the area, it is 
important for new buildings to be urban building types 
rather than suburban building types. town building types 
are street-oriented, located near or adjacent to the 
sidewalk with parking to the side or the rear. new 
buildings should respect the historic character of the area, 
and be of an appropriate massing on sites adjacent to 
residential homes. in addition, new construction should 
incorporate sustainable practices, fostering a “green” 
identity along the corridor.

parameters for building siting, massing, and design should
be clearly defined and regulated through a form-based 
code.  a form-based code would establish an understanding
between property owners and the community, 
facilitating appropriate infill over time. form based code 
recommendations can be implemented through the 
atlanta Quality of life Zoning regulations (see page 5.10 
for details on the Quality of life Zoning regulations).

the visualizations on this page demonstrate this concept, 
showing the infill of various parcels along the corridor with 
new, street-oriented buildings. future redevelopment 
and infill will not happen exactly as drawn, as it will be Existing Buildings Existing Vacant Buildings LotsProposed Infi ll  Buildings
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dependant on market conditions and the programmatic 
requirements specific to each building site, but it should 
adhere to the principles described in this plan.

Key sites can be used as prototypes for completing blocks 
and create security and enthusiasm among the neighbors. 
Change can happen over time - in the final phase, infill 
or redevelopment of these key sites can have a catalytic 
effect on surrounding properties, and quickly transform 
the character of the block.  these sites could become new 
neighborhood centers and local gathering spots, and have 
the potential to accommodate a variety of uses missing 
from the neighborhood such as small retail shops, medical 
uses or day care centers.

Phase 1: Vacant building occupied Phase 2: Vacant buildings occupied + new infi ll buildings on empty lots

Final Phase: Block is completed over time with new buildingsPhase 3: More infi ll buildings added on empty lots

proJeCt 5000

as part of its anti-blight initiative in baltimore, mary-
land, project 5000, established the ambitious goal 
of acquiring 5000 vacant and abandoned properties 
in order to promote new development, eliminate 
neighborhood blight and improve the quality of life 
of baltimoreans. 

by 2007, the City had acquired and cleared title of 
more than 6,000 properties, setting the stage for de-
velopment projects by different sectors and becom-
ing a nationally recognized model for efficient part-
nerships and large-scale property acquisition. 

furthermore, through its custom-built database and 
code enforcement actions, the City of baltimore has 
created an effective toolbox for the clearance and 
maintenance of blighted properties, some of which 
have become thriving community gardens.
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COMMUNITY GARDENS 
Community gardens enhance nutrition and physical 
activity and promote the role of public health in 
improving quality of life. through community garden 
initiatives, cities around the united states have endorsed 
policies for land and complimentary water use, better 
access to fresh produce, elevated awareness about public 
health and sustainability, and strengthened community 
building skills.  

small, incremental efforts at the neighborhood scale will 
be key in reducing the number of abandoned homes 
and lots; the most compelling of these strategies are 
creating parks, open space, urban farms, and community 
gardens. this doesn’t just reclaim vacant property; it 
also offers an opportunity to strengthen connections 
among residents, to improve the quality of the land and 
water in the city, to provide residents of pittsburgh with 
healthier food options, and to teach technical skills to an 
underdeveloped workforce. the illustration to the left 
indicates where community gardens can be started if 
deemed feasible. 

Existing Buildings LotsProposed Infi ll  Buildings

possible Community garden loCations

hobson & mary street intersection. this gar-
den could be a shared effort between gideons 
elementary and the neighborhood.

Continue efforts at welch street Community 
garden, and plan for possible expansion.

smith street (between gardner and mary)

terraced gardens on hubbard street (between 
delevan and arthur)
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Community
Community gardens have the power to bring people 
together.  it is a pastime that anyone with a little time 
and patience can participate in, no matter their age, 
income or health. raised planters allow those confined to 
wheelchairs to get involved in gardening.  everyone has 
their own approach to gardening, and most people are 
very happy to share their ideas and experience.  gardens 
also provide opportunities to host neighborhood events. 

health
Community gardens help support health by providing 
residents with low-impact exercise, fresh air, and the 
satisfaction of growing their own produce or flowers. 

fresh, locally produced fruits and vegetables are often 
more nutritious than those bought at the supermarket. 
while local produce can be harvested moments before 
it’s eaten, supermarket produce has traveled hundreds 
of miles to get to the store. lengthy travel time means 
that fruits and veggies are often harvested before they 
are even ripe, and then it can take days (or weeks) before 
they get to your plate.

biodiversity
gardening can have ecological benefits in neighborhoods 
by creating green oasis in areas where you can usually 
just find asphalt and concrete. green spaces provide 
habitat for birds, animals, and insects, reduce runoff (by 
allowing rainwater to soak into the soil), absorb smog 
and other pollutants, and help create life-supporting 
oxygen. 

entrepreneurship
across the country, community gardens participate in 
direct marketing, and sell their produce at farmers mar-
kets, nearby restaurants and local grocery stores. be-
cause many people have begun to recognize the personal 
and health benefits of eating foods grown close to home, 
it is becoming easier for gardeners to sell their produce.

some groups have also begun to create job-training 
programs that focus on market gardening (residents 
selling produce). market gardening requires many diverse 
skills, and these types of programs are a great way  for 
residents to get experience in the fields of agriculture, 
business management, marketing, and education.  

beautifiCation
gardening also is a great way to make your mark 
on the neighborhood. Community gardeners all over 
the country have taken over vacant lots, rooftops, 
schoolyards, and even street medians to make room for 
gardens. as long as you have the permission to garden 
a space, even the tiniest space can provide inspiration.

starting a Community garden

whether you’re working with friends, neighbors, 
or a local organization, there are many things you’ll 
want to consider before you ever dig the first hole.

1. form a planning Committee

2. Choose a site

3. prepare and develop the site

4. organize the garden

5. acquire insurance and determine how to 

pay for it.

6. setting up a new gardening organization

        organizational Considerations | bylaws

7. how to manage your Community garden

        sample guidelines and rules | application form

8. troubleshooting

        Children’s plots | people problems and solutions

9. resources

        horticultural information | seeds | bedding plants

for more information: 
http://communitygarden.org/learn/starting-a-community-garden.php 
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INCREASING CONNECTIVITY
the team proposes several new street connections 
throughout the pittsburgh neighborhood, including the 
expansion of the existing street network adjacent to 
interstate 75. historically, pittsburgh has been fortunate 
to have complete streets and blocks throughout. a 1932-
1950 sanborn insurance map (image below) shows how 
the circulation of the south-eastern blocks functioned 
prior to the construction of the highway. post highway 
85, an entire block and a stretch of road connecting 
fortress and boykin were removed. new connections 
are envisioned as part of a bigger effort that will include 
streetscape improvements, occupying vacant buildings 
and infilling empty sites.

the diagram to the right shows a series of options to 
improve the circulation of the area for both pedestrians 
and vehicles. 
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[OPTION 1] 
eXtending roy street to fortress street
extending roy street (a) would significantly reduce the 
overall length of the block, reduce vehicular miles traveled, 
and increase comfort for pedestrians by providing more 
walk-route options.  this connection removes two vacant 
structures, which provides enough space to accommodate 
a 18-20’ yield street with 6-8’ sidewalks. a description of 
yield streets can be found on the following page.

[OPTION 2] 
EXTENDING ROY STREET TO FORTRESS STREET + PE-
destrian ConneCtion from fortress to boyKin
the connection between fortress and boykin (a) can be 
addressed in one of two ways: a pedestrian path (b) or a 
small road connection. this connection can occur within 
a small section of the existing church’s parking lot. a 
pedestrian path would be the ideal connection for this 
section, since it will have the least amount of impact on 
the existing church’s parking lot. a narrow 10’ pedestrian 
connection would be sufficient to allow for a well-lit, 
landscaped path. 

[OPTION 3] 
road ConneCtion from fortress to boyKin
a narrow 18-20’ foot road (c) with a 5’ sidewalk on one 
side would provide more travel flexibility. this connection 
would require the reconfiguration of the church’s parking 
lot but, would increase southward connectivity for 
pedestrian and vehicles. 
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yield streets

A yield street is characterized as a Thoroughfare that 
has two-way traffic but only one effective travel lane 
because of parked cars, necessitating slow movement 
and driver negotiation.

yield streets, also referred to as “giveway streets”, 
are simply thoroughfares narrow enough to require 
motorists passing each other in opposite directions 
to give way to each other or else exercise great care 
when passing.  either behavior manages motor vehicle 
speeds – yield streets normally average about 15-20 
mph, which is an excellent vehicle speed to promote 
walkability.  as shown in the pedestrian fatality/vehicle 
speed chart (refer to page 9.3 in the transportation 
section of this report), managing vehicle speeds to 20 
mph or so is critical to safe, walkable environments.  
street width is one of several methods for managing 
vehicle speed and is normally used in combination 
with on-street parking, short block lengths (500’ or 
less), street enclosure, and t-intersections.

the yield condition is created when the combined 
width of the travel lanes is less than 18’.  the presence 
of on-street parking further encourages yielding 
behavior. for instance, an 18’ street with clear shoulders 
normally does not generate yielding behavior, but 
when one or both sides of that same street are parked, 
it becomes a yield street.   in walkable communities, 
yield street traveled way dimensions vary from 14’ to 
18’, with 16’ being a common dimension.  for example, 
a 24’ residential street, parked on one side, becomes 
a yield street with an 8’ parking lane and 16’ two-way

travel lane. or depending on the parking lane 
dimensions, a 7’ parking lane and a 17’ two-way travel 
lane.  if the parking spaces are not marked, however, 
and residents park very close to the curb, this same 
street might have only 6’ used for parking and an 18’ 
two-way travel lane.  all this from the same 24’ curb 
face to curb face dimensions.  if both sides were 
parked, the shared travel lane would be only 12’ wide. 
this sound like an extremely narrow travel lane, but 
when on-street parking is limited by driveway cuts, it 
can be used effectively even by larger vehicles such as 
garbage and utility trucks. 

because yield streets fall below the 20’ “clear” travel 
way required by most fire departments (at least 
20’ clear between parked cars or curbs), they are 
normally only used on relatively short blocks. many 
fire departments allow up to a 150’ “hose run”, for 
instance, meaning their fire engines must be able to 
get within 150’ of a residence.  a yield street block 
length of 300’ or less will often meet this requirement 
and satisfy emergency access requirements without 
meeting the 20’ clear guidance, provided the streets 
around the yield street do meet the 20’ clear guidance.  
in addition, motorists may need to wait for another 
motorist to exit a yield street before proceeding down 
that street themselves, which also favors relatively 
short block lengths.  
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Yield Street, Winter Park, Florida Yield Street, Tallahassee, Florida Yield Street, Ocean Springs, Mississippi

Common yield street Configurations

Curb to Curb width sidewalK width shared width
(parking and driving width) notes

24’ 6’-8’ 12’-16’
26’ 6’-8’ 14’-18’ a 16’ shared drive/parking width is a good yield street dimension

an 18’ shared drive/parking width encourages a relatively fast yield street
28’ 7’-8’ 10’-14’ a 16’ shared drive/parking width is ideal when parking is not marked

a 10’ shared drive/parking width is ideal when parking is on one side
30’ 7’ 16’
32’ 7’-8’ 16’-18’ a common tnd thoroughfare; marginal as a yield street in a neighborhood, 

but effective as a yield street in t4 or t5 context
All dimensions are in feet

note: Curb to curb dimensions larger than 32’ are more difficult to configure as yield streets, though angled parking and reverse angle parking can be used in some locations 
to contribute to a yield condition.
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NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS
Change over time
public schools are intimately linked with communities, 
as is the case with gideons elementary school and 
parks middle school in the neighborhood of pittsburgh. 
they serve as centers of learning, employ residents, and 
connect neighbors with one another. as place-based 
institutions, they are part of a neighborhood’s physical 
fabric, impacting local housing markets and influencing 
the aesthetic character of a community.  given the central 
role that public schools play in pittsburgh, it is vital that 
they are included in neighborhood redevelopment and 
revitalization efforts.

Community development organizations can create 
neighborhood service-learning opportunities and after 
school programs for youth that benefit both schools and 
communities. designing projects that take the classroom pittman parK

walter l. 
parKs

middle 
sChool

Charles l. 
gideons 

elementary
sChool

Five Minute Walk

Proposed Redevelopment of two neighborhood schools

Existing Buildings Proposed Buildings Lots

Proposed addition to Walter L. Parks Middle School

walter l. 
parKs

middle 
sChool
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into the community, community and faith-based groups 
should organize a wide variety of programs from 
neighborhood clean-ups to tree plantings, design projects, 
tutoring programs, and technical assistance help for local 
businesses. these projects benefit the community at 
large, enrich the educational experience of students and 
school staff, and foster a sense of neighborhood pride.

by working together, schools, families, and communities 
can prepare for a more promising future. in urban 
communities struggling against violence, unemployment, 
and deteriorating institutions, school-community 
collaboration offers hope for residents pittsburgh. 

gideons elementary school: funding  from the education 
special purpose local option sales tax iv (e-splost) has 
been dedicated to the renovation of gideons elementary 
school. if gideon’s elementary school is to be redesigned, 
the design team proposes that the new school be 
integrated with the surrounding neighborhood through a 
series of open spaces, greens and pathways as illustrated 
in the plan.  the proposed buildings are built close to the 
street and a new public space is created at the corner of 
mary street and welch in the form of an entrance plaza 
for the school.  the redesigned school provides the same 
amount of space as the existing school, and classroom 
space could be increased through the addition of a second 
story.  as the majority of the buildings would be on 
unoccupied land, construction would be phased so that 
the school would remain open while the new school is 
being built.  after demolition, a new parking lot and sports 
and recreation fields would then be built upon the site of 
the old school.

parks middle school: every effort should be made to 
preserve and enhance parks middle school. the design 
team proposed a new addition big enough to shield 

the existing parking from the street. the position of the 
addition also helps preserve the play areas on the south 
side of the site. the proposed addition can be used for 
additional classrooms, gym or storage facilities. 

due to low school placement exam scores, the funding 
was severely cut back from parks middle. in the event 

that the school is removed from the community, the team 
strongly recommends that a K-8 center be established 
to avoid middle school students in pittsburgh to have to 
commute out of  their neighborhood to attend school. 

safe routes to sChools

launched in august 2005, the safe routes to school national partnership is 
a fast-growing network of hundreds of organizations, government agencies 
and professional groups working to set goals, share best practices, leverage 
infrastructure and program funding and advance policy change to help 
agencies that implement safe routes to school programs.

the safe routes to school national partnership’s mission is to advocate for safe walking and bicycling to and from 
schools, and in daily life, to improve the health and well-being of america’s children and to foster the creation of 
livable, sustainable communities.

in 2007, the national partnership initiated the state network project to establish safe routes to school networks in 
nine states and the district of Columbia. for 2010 and 2011, the project was funded in the district of Columbia and 
nineteen states. the robert wood Johnson foundation (rwJf) provided a three-year renewal grant of $2,999,725 
to build on policy wins from recent years, and advance built environment improvements in all 50 states and the 
district of Columbia. specifically, in advancing state-level policy reform in seven states (Calif., fla., miss., n.C., 
n.J., ohio and tenn.), and in developing a national learning network to share best practices among advocates for 
advancing street-scale improvements and joint-use agreements that develop opportunities for cities and schools 
to collaborate on creating safe places for kids to play and engage in healthy physical activity

the national partnership is managed by a staff and governed by a steering Committee comprised of organizations 
and agencies that have been developing safe routes to school programs and initiatives at local, state and national 
levels. our hundreds of partners utilize their communication channels to spread the word about safe routes to 
school opportunities, news, challenges and collaborations. the national partnership includes such partner affiliates 
as the aarp, the american heart association, the pta and active living by design.

source: http://www.saferoutespartnership.org
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ROCKWELL STREET
Change over time
redevelopment of the neighborhood could happen a 
number of ways, and still be consistent with the general 
recommendations included in this plan. Changing 
market conditions and phasing of public improvements 
may require adjustments to the plan; these alternative 
scenarios show how development can be configured in 
multiple variations and still uphold the spirit of the plan. 

the images on these two pages show the potential form 
and appearance of redevelopment of neighborhood at 
welch and rockwell street. at left, the existing conditions 
at this key intersection is shown. the parcels houses are 
mostly vacant; a few empty lots and unoccupied  single-
family houses. surrounding properties are suburban in 
character.

phase 1: vacant lots are scattered throughout pittsburgh. in most 
cases, these lots are not candidates for immediate new construction. 
Community gardens are a great way to get residents of pittsburgh 
working with one another to maintain a common space. participation 
can also be encouraged by senior citizens and youth programs through 
surrounding schools.

phase 2: Community farming can be beneficial to pittsburgh in many 
ways; it improves the quality of life for people of all ages, provides a 
catalyst for community development, beautifies the neighborhood, 
and most importantly, provides fresh, nutritious produce to residents. 
the illustration above shows the addition of a structure incorporated 
into the community gardens. the building can be used for cooking 
classes, gardening workshops, farmers markets and other related 
community events.

phase 3: with growth and development comes change, with the 
addition of new buildings, residences and green spaces. the rendering 
depicts a neighborhood center which provides opportunities for 
a range of activities serving social, recreational, enrichment and 
academic needs of all residents in the neighborhood. 

Existing Conditions at Rockwell Street and Welch Street

rockwell street welch stre
et
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Phase 1: New community gardens on empty lots.

Phase 2: New infill building and established community gardens. Final Phase: Blocks are completed with new buildings that provide a space for the uses missing  in the neighborhood (i.e. day-care centers).
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Crucial to maintaining the identity and cultural heritage 
of pittsburgh is the preservation and restoration of the 
neighborhood’s existing historic structures, as well as 
the promotion of context-sensitive architecture for all 
new construction.  architecture is one of the greatest 
contributors to a sense of place, and without a continuity 
of architectural expression, pittsburgh stands to lose 
much in the way of its identity as it sets its sights on 
future redevelopment and enhancement.  

while new development is welcome and inevitable in 
pittsburgh, the community should cherish the remaining 
buildings from its past, especially those commercial and 

civic structures (mostly along mcdaniel street) which 
have been fixtures in pittsburgh for decades.  these 
are the places where the community shopped and 
worshiped, and are what help link the neighborhood with 
its past. stabilizing and finding appropriate new uses for 
these structures should be a priority.  

while many of the new homes built over the last decade 
in pittsburgh are appropriately scaled and constructed of 
materials similar to those existing in the neighborhood, 
there are many more subtle details which they lack, making 
them feel foreign and detracting from the community’s 
unique sense of place.  the architectural details of most of 

these newer homes are over-simplified, or in some cases, 
not simple enough – they miss the mark.  

in order to prepare for the future wave of new 
construction in pittsburgh, the neighborhood should 
produce an architectural pattern book which describes 
the traditional building forms and features that set 
pittsburgh apart.  an accompanying set of pre-approved 
building types should also be included to be used by 
future developers and property owners.  the pattern 
book will streamline the approval process for new 
construction in pittsburgh, assist property owners who 
are restoring historic structures, and will ensure new 
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Proposed  Duplex Proposed One Story, Single Family House Proposed Two Story, Single Family House
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building sCale and Composition

faÇade Composition
align window and door 
openings both vertically 
and horizontally at regular 
intervals.  there should be 
a clear facade arrangement 
which reveals the underlying 
structural pattern of the 
building.  

faÇade transparenCy
ensure that facades which face streets and public spaces 
have a minimum amount of transparency and openings, 
per the diagram (right).  facade transparency for each 
story shall be calculated between floor levels.  parapets 
and the gable ends of a roof are exempt from minimum 
transparency requirements.  

roofs
use roofs which are symmetrically pitched and meet at 
a ridge.  gabled roofs shall have a minimum slope of 35 
degrees and a maximum slope of 55 degrees.  hipped 
roofs shall have a minimum slope of 25 degrees and 
a maximum slope of 45 degrees.  flat roofs shall have 
a parapet wall on at least three sides, facing the front 
and sides of the structure.  parapet walls shall be an 
extension of the building walls below and shall rise a 
minimum of two (2) feet above the adjacent roof.   

windows
use windows which are either 
square or vertically proportioned 
and made up of components 
which are also square or vertically 
proportioned. horizontal openings 
shall be composed of individual 

identical operable windows which are each vertically 
proportioned. design window surrounds which are 
sensitive to the cladding of the building they adorn.  
window surrounds shall  be consistent throughout 
a structure.  windows on masonry (brick or stone) 
structures shall have at least a sill and header.  windows 
on all wood clad structures shall have a distinct sill with a 
simple wooden surround on the sides and top.  buildings 
faced in stucco shall have at a minimum a distinct sill.   

awnings
do place awnings with the top 
aligned with or just above the top 
of the opening below.  awnings 
shall extend out a minimum of 
three (3) feet from the wall face.  
awnings shall be made of a durable 
fabric and may be either fixed or 
retractable.  

residential parKing & 
garages
place the garage to the 
rear of a house.  where no 
alley is available, driveways 
should run along the side 
of the lot, with parking to 
the side and rear of the 

structure.  side porte-cocheres are encouraged. use 
garage doors which are a maximum of nine (9) feet wide.  
where access to a multi-car garage is needed, separate 
identical doors shall be used.  

residential buildings

upper stories
  min. 15% 

first story
  min. 15%

mixed-use/retail buildings

upper stories
  min. 20% 

first story
  min. 60%
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development which fits seamlessly into the context 
of the neighborhood.  a palette of example building 
typologies were developed during the charrette (found 
on these pages) which serve as a starting point. each 
of these typologies are meant to fit into the context of 
the neighborhood, without being a literal copy of any 
one building. they have been designed to fit on most 
standard sized parcels in pittsburgh.  all homes, including 
the townhouse prototype, have ample front porches and 
raised first finished floors. 

Current market demands call for a greater diversity of 
building types than those which were historically found 
in pittsburgh, such as townhouses and larger mixed-use 
buildings.   proper detailing of new buildings need not 
be expensive and many of the architectural traditions of 
pittsburgh in fact emerged from the need for economy 
if construction. an architectural pattern book can 
assist with suggested configurations of appropriate 
new building types and cost-effective ways to produce 
authentic and locally inspired details.   

Proposed Three Story Mixed-Use Building
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Proposed Two Story Mixed-Use Building

Proposed One Story Commercial  Building
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Proposed Two Story Mixed-Use Buildings

pattern booK

pattern books are graphic guides that provide a 
sampling of architectural styles and their corresponding 
details. they are modeled after the catalogues used by 
builders in the past, and provide essential details for 
construction and development. 

the guides often detail: lot types, building types, 
building placement, and building massing. 

through these standards the architectural styles of 
place are preserved and the stylistic elements “native” 
to the place are documented. page excerpt from urban design 

Advisors’ Celebrati on House Patt ern 
book© showing appropiate building 
placement on the lot. 
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REVITALIZATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS
mcdaniel street is the historic main street of pittsburgh 
and remains almost intact, with fragments of historic 
shop fronts and a significant stock of civic, commercial, 
residential and office buildings defining the street.  while 
a small number of shops remain open on the street, the 
majority of the buildings are vacant, lending the street 
an empty, bygone feeling.  it is important that mcdaniel 
street be revitalized to its original status as the bustling 
commercial center of pittsburgh.  

in order to achieve private revitalization on mcdaniel 
street, the preservation of pittsburgh should undertake 
a number of public investments, in coordination with 
metropolitan atlanta rapid transit authority (marta) 
and City of atlanta department of public works, such as 
streetscape, safety and transit improvements, to attract 
business owners, shoppers and residents.  

the preservation of pittsburgh master plan addresses 
the importance of re-using existing buildings to preserve 
the unique character of the neighborhood. from an 
architectural and environmental point of view, this is 
the most sustainable practice. the amount of energy 
originally consumed in the construction of the building 
will always be less than the energy  that would be required 
to demolish and redevelop a new structure on the same 
site. 

Intersection of Rockwell Street and McDaniel Street – before

Intersection of Rockwell Street and McDaniel Street – after
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HOUSING ANALYSIS
Pittsburgh has gone through wrenching changes over 
the past five or seven years as homeowners were 
targeted for predatory lending and mortgage fraud.  The 
subsequent bursting of the “housing bubble” and collapse 
of the housing market has left the community scarred by 
extensive housing vacancies and abandonment.  More 
than one-third of Pittsburgh homes were vacant in March 
2010.  This section identifies and quantifies demographic 
and housing trends affecting the neighborhood as the 
basis for the next phase of planning for recovery and 
revitalization.

POPulATiON AND hOuSehOlDS
Despite widespread housing vacancies, population within 
the Pittsburgh community1  grew 6.3 percent from 2000 
to 2010, following the 1990s when population declined 
by 8.6 percent.  For comparison purposes, demographic 

1 defi ned as Census Tracts 57.00 and 63.00. 

data are provided for eastern Fulton County2 , which 
incorporates much of South Atlanta, the City of Atlanta 
and Metropolitan Atlanta3 .  The City and eastern Fulton 
County did not grow as rapidly from 2000 to 2010, 
declining 13.4 percent and increasing less than 1.0 
percent, respectively.

Almost one-third of Pittsburgh’s residents were under the 
age of 20 in 2010, the 31.6-percent share compares with 
23.3 percent in Atlanta as a whole.  Older residents aged 
65 and over represented 11.6 percent of Pittsburgh’s 
population and 9.9 percent of the city’s residents.  

Overall, Pittsburgh residents had a median age of 32 
years, somewhat older than in the rest of eastern Fulton 
County and slightly below that of the city.  Appendix 
Table A-1 has more detailed information on the age 
makeup of Pittsburgh residents. 

2 bounded by I-20 on the north, the County line on the east and south 
and uS 29 on the west.

3 Metro Atlanta is the Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Mariett a, georgia Metro-
politan Stati sti cal Area.
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reflecting the community’s long history as a center for 
African-American workers and families, the population 
is 95.3-percent black along with 0.2 percent Asians, 1.5 
percent Hispanics and 1.5 percent from two or more 
races.

Also shown in Appendix Table A-1, households 
experienced the same surge of growth since 2000.  The 
neighborhood added 207 new households from 2000 
to 2010 after losing 209 households during the 1990s.  
The faster growth among households indicates that 
household sizes are continuing to decline.  in 2010, 
Pittsburgh households had an average of 2.55 persons, 
down from 2.81 in 2000.  This compares with 2.11 in the 
city as a whole and 2.68 in Metro Atlanta.  

in 2009, Pittsburgh’s households were divided 40 percent 
family households and 60 percent non-family households.  
This is a marked shift from 2000 when family households 
were 63 percent of Pittsburgh households.  Married 
couples with children represented less than one percent 
of neighborhood households, while 25.9 percent were 
single-parent or grandparent households with children.

by 2010, not quite one-quarter (24.7 percent) of 

Pittsburgh households owned their own homes, down 
from 59.8 percent in 2000 before the housing crisis 
and the widespread mortgage fraud that blighted 
the neighborhood.  Forty-two percent of Pittsburgh 
households had no vehicles in 2009 as compared with 
16.5 percent of city households and 6.0 percent of 
Metro Atlanta households.  More complete information 
is provided in Appendix Table A-2.

In 2009, 47.0 percent of Pittsburgh householders  were 
aged 55 and over with one-third aged 65 and over.  This 
contrasts sharply with city statistics of 39.3 and 21.8 
percent, respectively.  in Pittsburgh 14.6 percent of 
owner households were headed by persons aged 25 to 
34 as opposed to 17.3 percent of city owner households 
and 11.9 percent of regional owner households.  (See 
Appendix Table A-3.)  The neighborhood had retained 
many of its long-time homeowners but had failed to 
attract younger homebuyers.  Only 18.1 percent of 
households headed by individuals aged 25 to 34 owned 
their homes as opposed to 43.0 percent of householders 
aged 75 to 84.  This likely reflected the fact that few 
younger households had the downpayments and credit 
ratings required to buy houses.

INCoMeS ANd eMPloyMeNT
environmental Systems Research Institue (eSRI) 
estimated that Pittsburgh households had a median 
household income of $20,781 in 2010.  That represents 
less than one-half of the city median and just over one-
third of the metro area median, as shown in Appendix 
Table A-4.

RACe dISTRIbUTIoN IN 2010

Black
94%

Asian
2%

Other
2%

Hispanic
2%

25-
34

Pitt sburgh 
Neighborhood

east Central 
Fulton County

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

hOMe OWNerShiP bY Age 

35-44
14%

75-84
14%

65-74
16%

15-24 (2%)

45-54
22%

55-64
14%

35-34
14%

85+ (4%)
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Part of the discrepancy relates to the mix of jobs held 
by Pittsburgh residents.  Appendix Table A-5 shows that 
one-half of neighborhood residents were employed in 
service industries in 2010, including personal, health, 
educational, business, professional and repair services.  
An additional 12.8 percent had jobs in construction; 
5.7 percent worked in retail and 7.7 percent worked in 
government.  by occupation, 32.6 percent had white-
collar jobs, including 11.1 percent in professional 
positions and 6.5 percent in management, business 
and financial positions.  Another 38.8 percent were in 
service occupations along with 28.6 percent in blue-
collar occupations.

The lower incomes are reflected in commuting patterns.  
in 2000, 34.3 percent used public transportation, 19.6 
percent carpooled and 41.8 percent drove alone as 
compared with 64 percent of city residents who drove 
alone.  (See Appendix Table A-6.)  Commuting times also 
differed with almost three-fifths of Pittsburgh residents 
commuting more than 30 minutes each way and 22 
percent commuting more than 60 minutes.  Among 
city residents, only 36 percent commuted more than 
30 minutes and 10 percent commuted more than 60 
minutes, as shown in Appendix Table A-7.  

HoUSINg SToCK
The 2000 US Census inventoried 1,495 housing units in 
the Pittsburgh neighborhood.  As shown in Appendix 
Table A-8, more than 60 percent were single-family 
detached houses with another 3.8 percent in single-family 
attached townhouses and 14.2 percent in duplexes.  
large multi-family apartment complexes (20 units or 
more) provided only 1.8 percent of the neighborhood’s 
housing.  by way of comparison, Atlanta’s housing 
stock included 47 percent in single-family detached and 
attached houses with 21 percent in structures with 20 or 
more multi-family units.

because 2010 Census data are not yet available for 
housing characteristics, the remaining analysis depends 
on the database developed by the PCIA drawing from 
the Fulton County Tax Assessor’s records supplemented 
by direct survey of houses in the neighborhood.  Sorting 
that database to consider only single-family, duplex 
and triplex residential properties yields a total of 1,310 
properties.  Appendix Table A-9 provides information 
about the number of units by year built, showing a 
median year built of 1940.  Almost half of the houses 
were built before 1940 primarily in the 1920s.  The 

Single Family Detached

Single Family Attached

Multi-Fam ily

HoUSINg SToCK

Detached, 
Single-family

61%

Multi-family
35%
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period from 1960 to 1999 saw construction of only 7 
percent of the units.  From 2000 through 2007, 359 new 
houses were built in the community, representing 27 
percent of the total stock.

Of the total inventory, 483 properties were vacant in 
March, 2010 – a crippling vacancy rate of 36.3 percent.  
That compares with the Census estimate of 32.8-percent 
vacancies with 664 vacant housing units, including rental 
apartments between tenants.  A healthy single-family 
market should have no more than 2 to 3 percent of units 
vacant at any one time.  The vacant units were somewhat 
older than the overall inventory with a median year built 
of 1930.  Newly built units constructed since 2000 were 
23 percent of the vacant stock, reflecting mortgage 
fraud.  New units were built, their values inflated and 
then over-mortgaged before being left vacant.

Pittsburgh has a high percentage of smaller units, 
reflecting their age and the working class history of 
the neighborhood.  Forty-one percent have two or 
fewer bedrooms, while only 14.5 percent have four or 
more bedrooms, as summarized in Appendix Table A-9.   
Though 41 percent of the inventory, smaller units are 48 
percent of the vacant units.

lot sizes also are somewhat smaller than current 
suburban standards.  The median lot in Pittsburgh has 
4,755 square feet.  About half have 2,500 to 4,999 
square feet with another 39 percent with 5,000 to 7,499 
square feet.  Among the vacant units, 17.5 percent sit on 
lots of less than 2,500 square feet.

OWNerShiP hOuSiNg vAlueS
The U.S. Census bureau has not yet released 2010 
estimates of housing values.  The American Community 

Survey has estimated values for owner-occupied housing.  
Care should be taken with these data, however, as they 
carry a high margin of error.  The following figure and 
Appendix Table A-12 show the stark differences between 
values in Pittsburgh, the rest of east Fulton County, 
Atlanta and Metro Atlanta.  Shown in the dark and 
medium blue, 50.3 percent of Pittsburgh owner-occupied 
housing has an estimated value below $100,000.  This 
compares with 12.3 percent in Atlanta and 10.8 percent 
in the metropolitan area.

Sales of Pittsburgh houses have been relatively limited 
over the past 12 months.  redfin.com, an internet 
service that tracks properties listed on the Multiple 
listing Services, reported only 57 sales with a median 
sale price of $16,300.  Only eight units sold for more 
than $50,000 and only two sold for more than $100,000.  
These sales are shown by the number of bedrooms 
in Appendix Table A-13.  Of the 33 units with square 
footage information, the houses had a median size of 
1,288 square feet.  Sales of foreclosed units have clearly 
dominated the market as homeowners who can afford 
to make their mortgage payments are choosing not to 
sell at a significant loss.

realtyTrac.com, which tracks properties in the 
foreclosure process, identifies 85 single-family, duplex 
and triplex houses in foreclosure or bank-owned in 
Pittsburgh.  For those where sales prices are identified, 
the median price is $26,900.  realtyTrac also estimates 
market value for properties going to auction; the 
average estimated market value is $106,800.

RealtyTrac reports 47 deed transfers recorded in 
Pittsburgh during the past nine months.  For the 26 
properties with reported sale prices, prices ranged from 
$3,200 for a group of three properties to $227,000 for one 

WhAT We heArD

• support more affordable homes in Pittsburgh
• clean-up abandoned lots and homes
• legislate absentee landlords
• provide financial support for the rehabilitation 

of properties
• avoid demolition of old buildings
• establish reasonable rental prices for low-

income families
• give all owners a chance to bring their proper-

ties into compliance
• preserve affordable, mixed-income rental and 

ownership housing
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single-family home.  The average price was $35,775, but 
the median price was only $14,250.  

Among the sales, six (13 percent) were to PCIA, 
Sustainable Neighborhood Development Strategies, inc. 
and the Partnership for the Preservation of Pittsburgh.  
Nineteen sales (40 percent) were to individuals, some of 
whom may be investors.  Seventeen sales (36 percent) 
were to limited liability companies with the final five to 
banks, a trust and a construction company.  The extent 
of sales to investors rather than individuals intending 
to live in Pittsburgh is a troubling pattern, which may 
lead to further disinvestment in rental properties and 
destabilization.

At this point in the recovery, the private market is not 
fully functioning in Pittsburgh.  homeowners are not 
selling, and new homebuyers and their appraisers have 
little evidence of the real long-term market for Pittsburgh 
housing.  until more evidence can be provided through 
true arms-length transactions untainted by foreclosures, 
it will be difficult for new homebuyers to find mortgage 
lenders willing to make loans in the neighborhood.

ReNTAl HoUSINg CoNdITIoNS
Multi-family apartments are a small component of the 
Pittsburgh housing market.  To provide some guidance 
as to current rent levels and occupancies, reiS data were 
pulled for seven comparable properties:

• heritage Station
• Crogman School Apartments
• Mechanicsville Crossing
• Mechanicsville
• Columbia Mechanicsville
• Oglethorpe Place
• Ashley Terrace.  

each of these properties was developed between 1996 
and 2009.  Summarized in Appendix Table A-14, these 
comparable properties offer average rents that range 
from $734 to $899 per month.  Taken together, their 
rents have the following averages by unit size.

New tenants receive an average of 0.9 months’ free rent 
in concessions.  vacancies range from 1.2 to 13.3 percent 
with six of seven properties having healthy vacancy rates 
of 6.1 percent or below.

hOuSiNg NeeDS
housing affordability is defined as spending not more 
than 30 percent of household income for gross rent, 
including utilities.  The u.S. Department of housing 
and Urban development (HUd) and housing analysts 
discuss housing needs in brackets of extremely low, very 
low, low and moderate incomes defined in terms of 
percentages of area median income (AMI) and adjusted 
by household size.  For the Atlanta-Sandy Springs-
Marietta metropolitan statistical area, huD estimates 
2011 area median family income at $68,300 for a 
family of four.  extremely low income is defined at the 

30-percent level with a family of four making up to 
$20,500 and a family of two up to $16,400.  Maximum 
incomes for very-low income households at 50 percent 
of AMI are $34,200 for a family of four and $27,400 
for a family of two.  low-income households at 50 
to 80 percent of AMI can make up to $54,600 for a 
family of four and $43,700 for a family of two.  Many 
individuals and families have incomes much lower than 
this, subsisting on Supplemental Security Income (SSI) of 
less than $9,000 per year, as shown in Table 4.  Appendix 
Table A-15 provides the income limits for different 
household sizes and AMi levels.

The household income distribution in Table 4 underscores 
the need for more safe and sound rental housing 
affordable to existing residents.  in particular, there 
is a need for assisted housing that includes on-site 
supportive services.  There also is a need for more 
quality housing for low-income families.
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Many individuals and families have incomes much 
lower than this, subsisting on Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) of less than $9,000 per year.  This fact 
underscores the need for more safe and sound rental 
housing affordable to existing low-income residents.  
in particular, there is a need for assisted housing that 
includes on-site supportive services.  There also is a need 
for more quality rental housing affordable to low-income 
families.

based on these income levels, the 30-percent affordability 
standards and assumptions about the number of persons 
per unit, Table 5 provides maximum gross rents by unit 
size.

For affordable homeownership, 35 percent of income can 
be spent for mortgage principal and interest, property 
taxes and insurance.  For a low-income household of four 
with an income of $54,640, that would translate into 
an affordable price of $175,000 assuming a 4.0-percent 
mortgage and a 5.0-percent downpayment.
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STRATEGIES
Pittsburgh residents are taking control of determining their 
neighborhood’s future, directing the planning efforts and 
organizing for change.  The Preservatopm of Pittsburgh 
has a growing track record of community organizing, 
improving public safety, securing abandoned housing and 
returning it to productive use.  

The resident leadership Team is organizing residents for 
continued involvement to revitalize the neighborhood, 
addressing the full range of social services, physical 
redevelopment, workforce development and youth 
development.  As the residents take responsibility for 
restoring and preserving Pittsburgh, a long-term strategy 
will need to weave together a variety of actions. Several 
initial steps will be essential to Pittsburgh becoming a 
neighborhood of choice:

• Cleaning up the Neighborhood
• Crime Prevention
• Address vacant Structures
• Code enforcement
• Clean it or lien it
• Outreach to Property Owners
• Targeting of Problem landlords

Also provided are a series of case studies and examples 
of initiatives by other cities to address many of the same 
issues associated with housing disinvestment.

Cleaning Up the Neighborhood
residents’ efforts to clean up the neighborhood have 
improved conditions; however, there is more to be 
done.  beyond the continuous process of cleaning 
up day-to-day litter, trash that has been dumped on 
vacant lots must be removed and vacant lots need to 
cleaned and maintained.  it should be the property 

owners taking care of their yards and picking up trash, 
but with the prevalence of abandoned properties the 
community has no choice but to step in.

The community-wide clean-up days on Martin luther 
King, Jr.’s birthday and the preceding Saturday have 
attracted a strong core group of residents and church 
members to volunteer.  This should be accompanied 
by a community celebration with food and music 
to publicize the neighborhood’s efforts.  Corporate 
sponsors could be attracted to support the effort along 
with the City of Atlanta.

Neighbors should continue to report and discourage 
dumping.

Crime Prevention
Of course, personal security is one of the most important 
criteria people consider in choosing where to live.  
Pittsburgh’s relatively high crime rates are impacting its 
ability to attract new homebuyers and renters, setting 

[SeC. 74-606. - UNlAWFUl dISPoSAl oF lITTeR] 
(a) It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to throw, 
dump, sweep, push, blow, deposit, or leave litter on any 
private property or property open to the public within the 
City of Atlanta unless the litter is placed into a receptacle 
or container installed on such property.

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to throw, 
dump, sweep, push, blow, deposit, or leave litter in any 
public or private gutter, street, right of way, waterway, or 
storm water collection system within the City of Atlanta.

Source: Atlanta, gA - Code of ordinances
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up a vicious circle of vacant buildings that harbor 
negative activities suppressing market demand that 
could return those vacant units to full occupancy.  The 
community’s efforts to ensure that vacant houses are 
secured are helping to break that cycle, but improving 
public safety must receive highest priority in the near 
term.

As a Weed and Seed community, Pittsburgh received 
focused resources from the u.S. Department of 
Justice and the City of Atlanta for crime prevention 
activities as well as social service programs to serve 
the community’s youth, adults and seniors.  Though 
the grant has expired, PCIA has continued many of 
the Weed and Seed programs in cooperation with the 
Atlanta Police department and other City departments.  
Community policing allows police officers to get to 
know the neighborhood and the residents, opening lines 
of communication, learning about the bad actors and 
intervening to protect law-abiding residents.  

The District Attorney’s office also has designated a 
community prosecutor, who focuses on crime in 
Pittsburgh and other nearby neighborhoods.  This 
geographic focus provides continuity in prosecution of 
offenders active in Pittsburgh and knowledge of the 
community.  recognizing the impact of vacant and 
abandoned housing, the community prosecutor can 
take pro-active steps to address sources of crime 
and problems in the neighborhood.  PCIA convenes 
a monthly meeting of police, code enforcement and 
other department personnel to share information and 
coordinate responses to hot spots and other problems.  
Community impact statements that inform judges about 
the impact that releasing individual offenders would have 
on the community can help to assure that appropriate 
sentences are imposed to help protect the community.

invest Atlanta (formerly the Atlanta Development 
Authority) is providing apartments for police officers at 
Crogman School lofts. As the Preservation of Pittsburgh 
effort proceeds with renovation of vacant housing units, 
they have the ability to incentivize police officers to 
live and invest in Pittsburgh.  below-market terms for 
quality houses will provide incentives for officers to 
move to a convenient center city location and become 
homeowners.    The presence of police officers in the 
neighborhood with cruisers parked at night will help to 
deter criminal activity.

The focus on safe routes to schools in targeting vacant 
housing acquisition and rehabilitation efforts is an 
outstanding strategy to help protect the youngest 
members of the community.  resources are available 
to help increase the number of children walking to 
school.  Peds.org (Pedestrians educating Drivers about 
Safety) works to support increased walking in the Metro 
Atlanta area, including organizing walking school buses.  
The National Center for Safe Routes to Schools (SRTS) 
provides $1,000 mini-grants to support local school 
efforts.

AddReSS VACANT STRUCTUReS
Clearly, the issues of cleaning up the neighborhood 
and preventing crime are inextricably linked to the 
extensive presence of vacant structures throughout 
the neighborhood.  The PCIA inventory of Pittsburgh 
properties reports 450 vacant houses as of March 2011.  
While most are securely boarded up now, a few are 
open havens for prostitutes, addicts and drug dealers.  
Several have experienced severe deterioration from 
fires or holes in the roof.  The message they send is one 
of decay and lack of security.

in addressing this scourge, the community has been 
hindered by lack of information as to who owns each 
unit.  it can take several months for the lenders to sort 
through who holds title to the vacant houses.  Then, 
following foreclosure, many units were purchased by 
investors who hid behind corporate identities.  The City 
of Atlanta has adopted legislation that requires owners 
of all vacant properties to register by February 1, 2012.  
This provision should help to identify the responsible 
parties.  Several communities charge penalties of 10 to 
20 percent per month for unpaid registration fees.  A 
State requirement that mortgage services register and 
provide specific contact information also could help to 
identify responsible parties.

The amount of the registration fees can be used to 
discourage holding units vacant.  Wilmington (de) 
assess fees tied to the number of years a building has 
been vacant: $500 for one year; $1,000 for two years; 
$2,000 for three to four years; $3,500 for five to nine 
years; and $5,000 for 10 years plus $500 for each 
additional year, regardless of changes in ownership.  
This helped Wilmington reduce the number of vacant 
houses by 22 percent from 2003 to 2007.  

[CASe STUdy]
San diego (CA) requires an action plan for returning 
vacant units to occupiable status, including a maintenance 
plan during vacancy and a schedule for rehabilitation or 
demolition.  The City charges fines up to $1,000 and/or 
six months in jail for failing to register, file a reuse plan or 
follow the property maintenance standards.
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however, registration requirements will be effective 
only if they are rigorously enforced.  PCIA and residents 
should work closely with the City to see that owners 
are identified and registered.  A database has been 
developed from City Assessor data as to the property 
owner’s name and address.  This database needs to 
be continually updated to reflect its status, any tax 
delinquency, code violations and other information.  
Assistance could be sought from students to combine 
data from multiple sources, including the u.S. Post 
Office vacancy survey, utility company disconnection 
data, delinquent water and sewer bills, suspicious 
fires reports and foreclosures.  law students could be 
recruited to research corporate records to identify the 
individuals behind the corporate “veil.”

Outreach to Property Owners
Armed with the database of vacant property, PCIA  and 
the Pittsburgh resident leadership group need to reach 
out to the owners of vacant properties, ideally as soon 
as they purchase a property in the neighborhood.  That 
contact should include discussion of:

• the community’s expectations of property 
owners;

• City codes that apply to vacant properties;
• the owner’s plans and concerns;
• the community’s continued scrutiny; 
• the availability of trained rehab crews; and
• an invitation to join with the community in 

enforcing property standards.

Many communities conduct landlord training classes to 
help new landlords and property managers learn how to 
screen tenants, deal with problem tenants, and prevent 
drug and other problems.  buffalo’s Crime Free Rental 
housing Program couples training with a survey of the 
property by a police officer and a landlord commitment 
to take action.  One useful training handbook is available 
at www.cdri.com/library/lTPNat4_3.pdf.

it is also important to provide incentives to behave 
responsibly.  utah reduces its rental housing fees 
through the “good landlord program” if the landlords 
carry out specified actions.  Other incentives for 
good landlords include greater access to available 
properties, expedited eviction of problem tenants, 
free safety inspections, free or subsidized security/
safety equipment (e.g., smoke detectors), property 
improvement loans or grants, and improved access to 
Police and City officials.

Code eNFoRCeMeNT
enforcing building and housing codes is a key tool for 
cleaning up the neighborhood.  The City of Atlanta codes 
require maintenance of houses in habitable condition.  
Properties must be maintained, the grass cut and vacant 
structures secured against entry.  Property owners who 
fail to maintain their properties are fined.  The City has 
the authority to maintain or repair the property, charge 
the property owner and/or put a lien on the property.  
The PCIA cooperates with the City Code enforcement 
Division in identifying properties in violation and tracking 
whether repairs have been made following a citation.  
Concentrated code enforcement can be effective, 
particularly when coupled with incentives and forgivable 
loans for rehab by current owners and cooperative 
landlords. 

[CASe STUdy] 
The georgia Safe routes to Schools program within 
the Department of Transportation provides assistance 
in developing comprehensive SrTS programs that 
incorporate all 5 “e”’s: education, encouragement, 
enforcement, engineering and evaluation. The program 
also has limited funding for infrastructure improvements 
to enhance K-8 students’ ability to walk to schools; 
this year Atlanta’s Department of Public Works received 
$500,000 to improve access to Atlanta Charter Middle 
School and Neighborhood Charter School.

[CASe STUdy] 
Chicago requires owners of vacant properties to post 
a sign with their contact information.  New Haven (CT) 
property owners, primarily banks and institutions, must 
register foreclosed properties or face fines of $250 per 
day.  Allentown (PA) requires local agents to register and 
assigns them the same legal responsibilities as the owners.

[CASe STUdy] 
baltimore’s vacants to value initiative has new authority 
to issue $900 citations, targeting 1,000 vacant buildings.  
A new public/private partnership has code enforcement 
attorneys working with committed, capitalized developers.  
every owner of a vacant property must rehab it or sell to 
someone who can.  The City invests in infrastructure 
and maintenance, clearing and land banking in the most 
severely distressed areas.

[CASe STUdy] 
Pennsylvania requires purchasers of a building with 
substantial code violations to bring it into compliance 
within one year.  if not, the owner is personally liable for 
maintenance, repair and/or demolition costs as well as a 
fine of $1,000 to $10,000.
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CleAN IT oR lIeN IT
one of the most common tools is City action to correct 
the code violations and put a lien on the property to 
recover the cost.  A problem arises, however, when the 
lien takes a secondary position behind the mortgage, 
meaning that the proceeds from sale are used first to 
pay off the mortgage and the public lien is paid off only 
if there is money left.  One remedy is for the State to 
legislate “super priority” for nuisance abatement liens.  
This means that along with unpaid property taxes, the 
cost of cleaning up and securing the property would be 
paid first from any proceeds from sale.  

 
Targeting of Problem Landlords
PCIA and the community prosecutor should target their 
efforts to “the worst of the worst” property owners who 
incur repeated and multiple code violations.  Several 
cities have adopted ordinances and pursued programs 
designed to push landlords into compliance with city 
codes.  

Specialized housing courts focus on code enforcement, 
going after problem property owners.  responding to 
the city’s extreme problems with abandoned housing, 
a special Cleveland Housing Court adjudicates code 
enforcement and related cases.  The Court has nine 
specialists to assist with non-trial remedies for code 
non-compliance. Corporations that fail to respond 
to a criminal complaint are held in contempt and 
charged $1,000 per day.  Court dockets are reviewed 
to determine if any landlords seeking evictions are 
refusing to appear in Housing Court; in which case, the 
Court will refuse to assist in the eviction.  If a defendant 
appears in Housing Court for another reason, the Court 
will collect outstanding liens for cleaning properties 
owned by the defendant. The City of Atlanta should 
consider establishing a smiliar court.

The In-Rem Process
Atlanta’s in-rem process provides a process for 
demolishing dilapidated structures.  if the property is 
open and vacant or if its repair cost exceeds one-half of 
the building’s estimated value, it may be demolished.  
Following proper notice and an in rem hearing, a 
30-day order is issued to compel the owner to clean 
and close or demolish the structure.  if the owner does 

not act, the City may proceed with demolition following 
two readings at City Council and the Mayor’s signature.

FoReCloSURe FoR TAX delINqUeNCy
The City has the power to force sales of a properties 
in order to collect back taxes.  Currently, the Fulton 
County Tax Commissioner’s practice is to sell tax liens 
to private investors who then pursue collection from 
the property owner, using the sale of tax liens in order 
to collect revenues.  Other jurisdictions have recognized 
the blighting effect of vacant properties and adopted 
alternative approaches for dealing with lower-value 
abandoned properties that involve transferring the 
properties to a land bank.  

Foreclosure on tax-delinquent properties in Pittsburgh 
could provide access to properties important for 
community revitalization.  Targeted foreclosure would 
allow Partnership for Preservation of Pittsburgh (PPoP) 
and SNDSi to address additional properties beyond those 
acquired directly from banks and other lending institutions.  
A constraint on this approach is the limited resources 
available to the City and the land bank to manage and 
maintain a large inventory of vacant properties.

ReCeIVeRS FoR VACANT bUIldINgS
Some states allow the courts to appoint a receiver (often 
a non-profit Community development Corporation) for 
an abandoned property.  in Pennsylvania, that receiver 
then has the power to make improvements, demolish 
the property, sell it or any other action typically available 
to the property owner, including securing a new first 
mortgage for repairs that has priority over all other liens 
except governmental liens.  baltimore’s vacant building 
receivership ordinance allows for receivership when the 

[CASe STUdy] 
raleigh’s Probationary rental Occupancy Permit 
charges fees for landlords with repeated, multiple 
violations.  An owner who has violated codes and failed 
to repair the property pays $500 per year for 520 years 
and must attend a property management court.

[CASe STUdy] 
Memphis hired private attorneys in October 2010 
to file nuisance abatement cases under the State 
Neighborhood Preservation Act.  in response, the 
environmental Court judge issues court orders for 
nuisance abatement that allows the City to recover its 
litigation and abatement costs.

[CASe STUdy] 
The successful St. louis Problem Properties unit conducts 
4,000 inspections of problem properties monthly, charging 
$97 per visit.  This dedicated group of attorneys and other 
staff focuses on getting properties back into productive 
use.  Police assigned to the unit bring problem property 
owners to court.  expenses are attached to the properties.
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owner has failed to comply with an order to rehabilitate 
and the unit is unsafe for habitation.  The receiver is 
immune from liability for environmental contamination 
and negligent decisions.

eMiNeNT DOMAiN
in some cases of extreme blight and threat to the safety 
of Pittsburgh residents, the City should pursue acquisition 
of vacant houses even if they are not tax-delinquent.  For 
those that are so deteriorated as to preclude rehabilitation, 
demolition should proceed as quickly as possible to 
remove the offending units.  Pittsburgh has an adopted 
redevelopment plan, which authorizes City use of eminent 
domain. Priority should be given to demolishing houses 
where sexual assaults have occurred

liMiTS ON PrOPerTY TrANSFerS
Other tools used to aide the renovation of abandoned and 
foreclosed properties is to require full disclosure of code 
violations in the re-sale of these properties and/or require 
remedies to bring the units up to habitable condition 
before they can be transferred.

The City could require an inspection and/or a certificate 
of occupancy that demonstrates the habitable condition 
of a registered vacant unit before a property can change 
ownership following foreclosure or change from owner-
occupied status to a rental property.  

dIFFeReNTIAl FeeS oR TAXeS oN VACANT PRoPeRTIeS
Some cities impose a much higher property tax rate on 
long-term vacant properties to encourage the owners to 
return them to productive use or sell them to someone 
who will renovate them.  louisville (Ky) triples the 
property taxes for buildings vacant for at least one year 
and unsanitary, unsecured or unfit for human habitation.  
registration fees for vacant properties often escalate 
with the number of years the property has been vacant 
(regardless of whether the title has transferred).  Waivers 
or fee refunds can be provided for owners who complete 
renovations or who can document real progress toward 
renovation.  

[CASe STUdy] 
Miami/dade County (Fl) requires full disclosure for 
properties that have been foreclosed.  A Certificate 
of Use from the County must be obtained before the 
property is offered for sale, based on a Disclosure of 
Findings report prepared by a licensed engineer or 
architect.  The buyer must be informed of any code 
violations, the property’s condition and the likely cost 
of repairs and improvements.  

[CASe STUdy] 
St. Paul (MN) required that nuisance vacant properties 
must be improved and brought into compliance 
before they could be sold.  however, they found this 
complicated acquisition by homebuyers seeking to 
renovate over time and removed the requirement.

[CASe STUdy] 
Wisconsin prevents recordation of a deed transferring 
a rental property unless the property is certified to be 
in compliance with property maintenance standards or 
has a agreement to bring the property up to code. 
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The Fulton County Tax Assesors and Commisioners could 
impose an assessment on the filing of a foreclosure deed.  
The assessment would reflect the real costs of providing 
government services to a vacant building (e.g., police, fire 
and building inspections).

FoCUS ACqUISITIoN ANd ReHAbIlITATIoN
evidence from around the country has demonstrated 
again and again that redevelopment efforts need to be 
focused on a small area of two to six blocks.  in that small 
geography, rehab becomes very evident and effective at 
changing the image and the reality of the people’s day-
to-day lives.  Appropriately, SNDSi and PPOP have focused 
their initial efforts on the “Street of Dreams” on Welch, 
humphries, and beryl streets due to their use by children 
walking to gideons elementary School.

Within each focus area, the rehab efforts should 
extend to all properties.  To date, the emphasis has 
been on foreclosed properties in the hands of banks 
and other lending institutions that could be acquired 
with Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) funds.  
That effort needs to be expanded to include all vacant 
structures and occupied structures that are deteriorating.  
Fulton County could use foreclosure on tax-delinquent 
properties and/or condemnation to gain control of 
vacant properties or to pressure the owners to renovate, 
demolish or transfer the properties to someone who will 
renovate them.

When major progress has been made on the Street of 
Dreams, acquisition and rehab can turn to a second 
focus area.  The overall neighborhood plan calls for 
focusing public improvements along McDaniel Street to 
help re-create the heart of the community with places to 
gather and new businesses.  The choice of the next focus 
area with resident input could help to reinforce that effort.
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CHANGE PITTSBURGH’S IMAGE
Attracting new residents and investment to Pittsburgh 
will depend on changing the neighborhood’s image in 
addition to all the real changes discussed above.  This 
should involve both celebrating Pittsburgh’s history and 
successes and creating visible changes.

Celebrating Pittsburgh’s History
Some initial research has revealed the basics 
of Pittsburgh’s history.  The revitalization of the 
neighborhood will require additional research and 
documentation.  A partnership with a history class at 
one of the local colleges or universities could provide 
access to academic sources.  Collection and copying 
of photographs from Pittsburgh residents and former 
residents could provide a compelling story.  Family 
reunions are a good time to access such photos, and 
the various churches in Pittsburgh should reach out 
to their congregations for their photos and memories.  
oral histories also can be quite powerful.  Carver High 
School or Parks Middle School english classes might use 
collection of oral histories as a class project.

Publicizing Pittsburgh’s Successes
Pittsburgh residents were successful in achieving three 
major projects in the last decade:

• conversion of Crogman School into loft 
apartments;

• establishment of the Kroc Center; and
• replacing a dangerous and deteriorated 

apartment complex with the new heritage 
Station development.

Those successes should be celebrated so that residents 
recognize their accomplishments and the power of 
cooperative action.  going forward, Preservation 
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of Pittsburgh should publicize each success with 
ceremonies, news stories, newsletter items and other 
means to be sure that residents and prospective 
residents are aware of the progress being made.

Highly Visible Improvements
Key projects, particularly in high-visibility locations, 
can make a major difference in how people perceive 
the neighborhood and its future prospects.  Most 
effective would be rebuilding or renovation of gideons 
elementary School to include an early Childhood 
learning Center.  That would reaffirm the community’s 
and Atlanta Public Schools’ commitment to excellence in 
education for Pittsburgh’s children.  early interventions 
to help young children develop learning skills have been 
proven to be very effective in breaking the cycle of 
poverty and preparing them for productive lives.

New well-designed and well-maintained public spaces 
along McDaniel Street and elsewhere in the community 
would send a positive message about the community 
to passers-by.

Other potential investments could include renovation 
of key gateway buildings, such as the old warehouse 
on McDaniel Street at Stephens Street owned by the 
Atlanta housing Authority. 

Recruit New Homeowners and Renters
Pittsburgh’s long-term future depends on attracting 
new homeowners and renters to live and become 
involved in the community.  One key to success is 
providing a higher-quality product at a lower cost than 
in other neighborhoods.  Preservation of Pittburgh’s 
commitment to high-quality earthCraft improvements 
in rehabilitating vacant houses will provide energy 
efficiency in a quality home.  Pittsburgh is blessed with 
an inventory of well-built homes with brick and old-
growth wood that offer construction details no longer 
provided in new suburban tract housing.  The low 
acquisition costs coupled with efficient rehabilitation 
work can deliver competitively priced houses.  

in support of public safety, Preservation of Pittsburgh 
is offering significant discounts to police officers who 
want to buy a house in the neighborhood.  Discounts 
for firefighters, emergency medical technicians, school 
teachers and other public employees can help to 
rebuild Pittsburgh’s middle class, providing role models 
and mentors for the neighborhood’s youth.

Near-term recruitment strategies should include 
outreach by the resident leadership group to local 
churches’ congregation members to identify potential 
homebuyers interested in Pittsburgh.  The Center for 
Working Families is helping local residents improve their 
employment and build the resources that would allow 
them to become good renters and/or homeowners.  
its housing counseling services will be important for 
many first-time homebuyers, who need to learn how 
to be savvy homebuyers and long-term owners.  Some 
long-time Pittsburgh renters may have the incomes and 
resources to be successful homeowners.

invest Atlanta administers a number of down payment 
assistance programs that assist eligible homebuyers to 
cover all or a portion of closing costs and/or the down 
payment, including the Opportunity Downpayment 
Assistance Program, the beltline Affordable housing 

[CASE STUDY]
The Cleveland Housing Network (CHN) created a lease 
Purchase program in 1981.  Through 2004, CHN had 
rehabilitated more than 1,900 homes and built 150 new 
units.  long-term residents use the program to build 
wealth as well as improving neighborhood stability.  The 
units are originally financed with low-income housing 
Tax Credits (lIHTC) with equity investors providing 
up to 80 percent of the required equity.  A limited 
Partnership formed by the CHN owns the homes for 
the 15 years of rental required by the lIHTC funding.  
The City uses HoMe funds for a zero-interest, deferred 
payment loan as well as Community development 
block grant funds for construction-period financing.  
CHN buys the homes back from the partnership at 
the end of 15 years and sells them to tenants who 
have met requirements for maintenance and timely 
payments.  households qualify based on their incomes 
at the time of their first rental and acceptance into 
the program and participate in home maintenance 
workshops and training.  They purchase the units based 
on a discounted price established after they have been 
in the program for six years.  Those who have lived 
in their units for 10 years or more are entitled to all 
the home’s equity built up over the 15-year rental 
period.  Others who have lived there for less than 10 
years receive a portion of the equity.  Their subsequent 
mortgage is scaled so that their monthly payments do 
not increase above their current rent.

[CASE STUDY]
Toledo’s Code Violation Assistance Program (CVAP) 
and Homeownership options Preserving equity (HoPe) 
provide grants to low-income households with code 
violations.  Up to $4,500, the grants are accompanied 
by assistance with historical and environmental reviews.  
Participating contractors are pre-approved.
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Trust Fund and the Atlanta Affordable homeownership 
Program. 

SNDSi is pursuing partnerships with local financial 
institutions to help qualify potential homebuyers for 
mortgages.  This will likely require adjustments for 
blemishes on their credit reports and/or appraisals that 
cannot depend on a long series of market transactions 
to document current home values.  At the next level, 
these partnerships should evolve and grow to include 
participation in a pooled loan fund for mortgages that 
provides the banks with protection against losses in 
return for their willingness to invest in the neighborhood.  

The difficulties in securing private mortgages for 
housing in Pittsburgh can be a significant impediment to 
long-term sustainability.  lenders have tightened their 
eligibility standards and require good credit scores, 
appraisals that document housing values and larger 
down payments.  given the state of the market and 
the initial reluctance buyers may have to invest in 
Pittsburgh, SNDSi should consider becoming a mortgage 
lender and/or making its renovated houses available 
under a rent-to-own agreement.  SNDSi would then be 
accepting greater risks as a means to attract homebuyers 
for long-term investments in Pittsburgh.  SNDSi should 
seek a partnership with a bank or mortgage servicing 
corporation rather than taking on the responsibilities for 
day-to-day loan servicing.  Cleveland Housing Network 
has conducted a lease-purchase program since 1981, 
using low-Income Housing Tax Credits (lIHTCs) and 
City loan funds to finance construction and the initial 
15-year lease period.

One of most important steps in attracting families 
will be preservation and improvement of the 
neighborhood’s schools.  Neighborhood schools are 

the glue that holds communities together and many 
families’ key consideration in choosing a home.  A new 
and expanded gideons elementary School would send 
a powerful message. The Annie e. Casey Foundation 
should take the lead in working with Atlanta Public 
Schools to achieve this goal. As important would be 
retention and improvement of Parks Middle School. 
The resident leadership group should community 
with Atlanta Public Schools the neighborhood’s vision 
and commitment to the school.

Assist Existing Homeowners
beyond the rehab of vacant houses, existing 
Pittsburgh homeowners also need help in improving 
and maintaining their homes, particularly the 
neighborhood’s elderly residents.  high energy costs 
are a particular burden for local homeowners, one 
that could be reduced significantly by weatherization, 
purchase of energy-efficient appliances and other 
home improvements.  georgia Power offers home 
energy audits to help property owners learn how to 
reduce their energy use as well as rebates for a portion 
of the cost of qualifying improvements.  

The Federal home loan bank is making available 
energy efficiency loan/grants of up to $15,000 for 
properties whose mortgages are held by a bank in its 
system.  These subsidies are loans that are forgiven 
if the homeowner remains in the house for at least 
five years.  Community development block grant and 
hOMe funds are often targeted to weatherization 
improvements for low-income seniors who own their 
homes.  

houseProud is a local Metro Atlanta organization that 
mobilizes volunteers to help improve the houses of low-
income residents, particularly seniors.  Other volunteer 

efforts that could assist individual homeowners include 
Rebuilding Together and Community Service day.
 
One problem experienced in the area relates to 
unscrupulous home improvement contractors who 
take advantage of homeowners who lack the required 
experience and expertise to ensure quality performance 
by their contractors.  PCIA should consider acting as an 
owner’s representative and providing inspection services 
to help homeowners manage their contractors and avoid 
being victimized.

CoNClUSIoN
These comprehensive strategies will need sustained imple-
mentation over a period of 10 to 15 years. Immediate 
priority must go to improving neighborhood security, 
securing and rehabbing vacant houses, and attracting new 
residents to fill those houses.  PCIA and SNdSI can provide 
day-to-day support for many of these initiatives, but the 
leadership and sustained energy will need to come from 
Pittsburgh residents.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Current conditions for new development and reuse of 
existing space are perhaps the worst in the last 65 years. 
unemployment is over 10 percent in atlanta and higher 
in many neighborhoods. With that in mind, it is still 
the time to plan so that the pittsburgh neighborhood 
and its residents will be ready when recovery improves 
the economy. pittsburgh can take positive steps now 
to foster economic development. many people think 
of economic development as job creation, or perhaps 
as the development of industrial parks, or as an effort 
of marketing and the offering of tax incentives to lure 
large-scale employers. While all of these are associated 
with economic development, making a land use plan 
for economic development requires a slightly different 
definition: the creation of community conditions that 
foster business productivity and growth, and the creation 
of wealth for residents. 

What fosters productivity?

•	 proximity to suppliers/users/resources
•	 available infrastructure and space
•	 Community and education partners
•	 ready labor force close to work or transit
•	 Community attributes to attract/retain labor 

force
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as is noted in the later paragraphs on employment, the 
people who work in the pittsburgh neighborhood do not 
live in the neighborhood, and the people who live in the 
neighborhood do not work in the neighborhood. this 
relates directly to the ability of the community to attract 
and retain a labor force attractive to local businesses. 
the community attributes to attract and retain labor 
force that will be attractive to local businesses seeking 
new locations are:

•	 safe environment
•	 mix and range of quality housing to fit household 

type and size, household income, household age
•	 mix and range of amenities close to home, safe 

access to:

•	 retail, entertainment and services
•	 range of recreation options
•	 educational infrastructure for all ages
•	 natural and urban public open spaces
•	 community authenticity and identity

for the pittsburgh neighborhood, an important 
attribute is community authenticity and identity. this 
neighborhood’s unique history and identity can offer 
experiences for the residents that cannot be duplicated 
elsewhere and thus create value for the community. 
elements in the plan that recognize that community 
identity and preserve it offer a guide for future 
development patterns. maintaining and enhancing the 
sense of identity and thus the sense of community is 
one of the major reasons people will join the community.

above all, however, the major neighborhood shortcoming 
most often mentioned by residents was personal safety 
and freedom from crime. if this issue is addressed 
successfully, the economic development issues that 
follow have a better chance of being successful.

meeting future demand 
basic change in population and housing in Census tract 
57 & 63 is shown in the table below.

Population 
and Housing 2000 2010 Change

population  3,261 3,468 207

households 1,152 1,359 207

family 
households  720  727 7

non-family 
households  432  632 200

average 
household size 2.83 2.55  (0.28)

housing units  1,425  2,023  598

owner 
occupied units 379 336  (43)

renter 
occupied units  773 1,023  250

vacant units  273 664 391

Note:	Numbers	in	parenthesis	are	negative	numbers

area population grew by 207 persons and households 
grew by 207 households—an increase in single person 
households entirely. vacant units increased because of 
the housing boom that built units that failed to sell or 
rent. revitalizing the local housing market is part of the 
plan and is detailed in the section on demographics and 
housing, but is also an economic development issue.

another important aspect of the local situation is the 
change by age group. this is illustrated in the in the 
following column.

Population 
by Age Study 
Area

2000 2010 Change

under 5 years 289 289 0

 5 to 9 years 329 269 (60)

10 to 14 years 288 258 (30)

15 to 19 years 251 280 29

20 to 24 years 197 269 72

25 to 34 years 383 517 134

35 to 44 years 516 377 (139)

45 to 54 years 382 491 109

55 to 59 years 110 179 69

60 to 64 years 110 135 25

65 to 74 years 201 245 44

75 to 84 years 148 123 (25)

85 years and 
over 57 36 (21)

totals 3,261 3,468 207

the presence of younger households and over 45 
households corresponds with a trend that is seen 
nationally.  the next wave of change in the future is the 
cohort born since the 1980’s, often called the millennial 
generation or generation Y.  Currently, household size 
is declining, but as the millennials age it is reasonable 
to expect household size to increase somewhat as they 
form families.  

according to recent research quoted in the Wall street 
Journal regarding the preferences of millennials:

a key finding: they want to walk everywhere. surveys 
show that 13% carpool to work, while 7% walk, said 
melina duggal, a principal with orlando-based real 
estate adviser rClCo. a whopping 88% want to be in 
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an urban setting, but since cities themselves can be 
so expensive, places with shopping, dining and transit 
such as bethesda and arlington in the Washington 
suburbs will do just fine.

“One-third are willing to pay for the ability to walk,” 
Ms. Duggal said. “They don’t want to be in a cookie-
cutter type of development. ...The suburbs will need to 
evolve to be attractive to Gen Y.”

Kiplinger issued a report regarding living preferences of 
the millennials:

the homes they buy will often be smaller, and on 
smaller lots, than typical. and no long commutes for 
them. look for gen Y’ers to seek close-in suburbs with 
a walkable urban center offering restaurants, shops 
and other gathering places. some are even passing up 
car ownership altogether.

and, in a recent report by the urban land institute, 

“Housing in America: The Next Decade,” it was noted 
that many of the millennials will choose outer suburbs 
because of cost of living concerns:

over the coming decade, many of those who move to 
the outer suburbs will do so reluctantly and will miss 
the sense of community and the amenities they value. 
this provides a major opportunity for developers to 
create new outer-edge communities with real town 
centers and urban amenities. even on the outer edges, 
a compact, walk- able lifestyle that is affordable will 
be attractive to income-constrained young families, 
especially if it provides transportation alternatives.

for the older groups soon to become retirees, aging 
in place is a trend driven by cost and by the desire to 
remain independent. retiring households are looking 
for places with a favorable climate and recreational 
opportunities, and with a low cost of living and services 
within walking distance so that the inability to drive does 
not necessitate moving to assisted living. 

taken together with the millennials desire to walk and 
bike rather than drive, this offers the opportunity for 
neighborhoods like pittsburgh, with amenities to appeal 
to the two largest demographic market segments in the 
country, and an opportunity to capture both segments. 

the current demographics indicate a housing supply that 
was built at a time when the majority of households had 
children and were three persons or more. now conditions 
are the opposite, over 60 percent of households are two 
persons or fewer, and the local housing market needs 
the choices that would address this change. 
emploYment overvieW
Jobs in the pittsburgh neighborhood have decreased in 

number from the national downturn, but the number 
of employed neighborhood residents has gone up. the 
trends in employment are shown in the table on the 
following page.

in planning new nodes for residential, employment and 
retail service uses, an examination of where people live 
in relation to where they are employed can reveal wider 
area trends in employment and enable an evaluation 
of whether new employment space within the area is 
likely to attract employees and businesses. to understand 
this, information from the us Census local employment 
dynamics was collected. this is shown in the following 
table.

Labor Force and Work Location 2009

Jobs in the study area 338

employed persons living in the study area 1,318

living and employed at jobs in the study area 4

living in the study area but employed outside 1,314

this analysis shows that of the covered employment  
jobs in the area in 2009, only four people who live in 
the area were employed within the area. to attract 
new employment, the pittsburgh neighborhood needs to 
consider a series of strategies undertaken step-by-step to 
repair its urban structure. this will require addressing a 
series of obstacles that neighborhood participants have 
discussed.

retail demand and leaKage
the pittsburgh neighborhood appears to be underserved 
for retail and associated services. the chart on the 
next page shows leakage by retail category. in almost 
every category, leakage is 100 percent, meaning that no 

What We heard

•	more creative small businesses
•	more retail stores
•	create incentives for small business owners
•	grocery stores
•	revitalize mcdaniel street - new services
•	vibrant mixed-use corridor
•	local small businesses
•	medical offices & pharmacy
•	light industrial ‘green’ jobs
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Jobs by NAICS Industry Sector
Employed Residents Study Area Jobs

2003 2009 Change 2003 2009 Change

Agriculture,	Forestry,	Fishing	and	Hunting 11 0 (11) 0 1 1

Mining,	Quarrying,	and	Oil	and	Gas	Extraction 1 0 (1) 0 0 0

Utilities 3 2 (1) 0 4 4

Construction 37 25 (12) 54 40 (14)

manufacturing 96 39 (57) 229 104 (125)

Wholesale trade 62 45 (17) 99 45 (54)

retail trade 114 140 26 7 56 49

Transportation	and	Warehousing 61 71 10 25 32 7

Information 34 44 10 0 5 5

finance and insurance 45 39 (6) 31 6 (25)

real estate and rental and leasing 34 30 (4) 0 5 5

Professional,	Scientific,	and	Technical	Services 64 81 17 1 6 5

management of Companies and enterprises 20 29 9 0 2 2

Administration,	Support,	Waste	Mgmt,	Remediation 114 144 30 0 11 11

Educational	Services 86 116 30 0 0 0

health Care and social assistance 106 173 67 10 10 0

Arts,	Entertainment,	and	Recreation 29 19 (10) 0 0 0

Accommodation	and	Food	Services 148 214 66 26 7 (19)

Other	Services	(excluding	Public	Administration) 60 51 (9) 4 4 0

Public	Administration 87 56 (31) 0 0 0

Totals 1,212 1,318 106 486 338 (148)

Source: Local Employment Dynamics, US Census
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spending is captured locally. to some extent this seems 
to mirror the employment situation, in that pittsburgh 
residents have jobs, they just don’t have them within the 
neighborhood. 

in the chart, the bars on the plus side in blue mean that 
the spending is going outside of the neighborhood. in 
interviews and at the working sessions with residents 
people wanted a return of local services that had historically 
been provided along the mcdaniel street corridor, noting 
that local-serving establishments had satisfied daily 
services and needs. based on 2010 disposable income, 
there is over $22 million in leakage in the study area and 
should be a market for some number of new retail and 
service businesses, even if at a modest scale. if coupled 
with employment space. a possible strategy would be for 
a central opportunity site to provide a destination and 
focus for the community and to help catalyze change in 
the neighborhood if safety issues have been addressed. 

one conclusion was that in the short term, the 
neighborhood could support a small grocery on mcdaniel 
of approximately 10,000 square feet, but that a larger 
grocery would require a location with better access and 
visibility and would require changes in the urban structure 
and safety. 

obstaCles
interviews with the public and residents yielded a list of 
obstacles to development to be addressed. the first is the 
issue of public safety, and the impact that a lack of safety 
has on perceptions of the neighborhood. this is closely 
followed by the need to occupy vacant buildings and 
renovate existing structures.

•	 personal safety – more police presence is necessary
•	 unsafe routes to schools for children
•	 need for school renovations
•	 obsolete commercial building stock
•	 poor urban amenities: lighting, sidewalks, open 

space, recreation
•	 poor quality local businesses that fail to meet 

everyday needs
•	 rehabilitation of the housing market after the 

collapse (see the housing recommendations)
•	 unrealistic values on properties from height of 

market
•	 Construction cost versus sales price/leasing rates 

in down economy
•	 abundance of out-of-balance/foreclosed properties
•	 pace of national economic growth and local 

conditions
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source: esri bis
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STRATEGIES
the following strategies have been identified as part of 
the preservation of pittsburgh neighborhoods plan.

SAFETy,	BUIldING	RE-USE	ANd	TEMPORARy	lANd	USES
one means of increasing local safety is the leveraging of 
what is currently a liability into an asset: vacant housing. 
the city is buying local vacant housing and has the capacity 
to renovate the units. the design team suggests that the 
renovated units be offered to police, firefighters and other 
public safety employees to increase neighborhood safety. 
this is already being done and over time if continued will 
help eradicate the perceptions of the area as unsafe.

it is also important to “take back the night” by creating 
public places that are safe for gathering at night in the core 
of the neighborhood and by encouraging the renovation 
of existing buildings so that sidewalks and corners are 
lighted and appear safer than currently.  two projects 
were looked at by the design team, to start this process: 
the corner at mary and mcdaniel, and the building at 
rockwell and mcdaniel. improvements to the vacant land 
at mary street can be accomplished by adding pedestrian 
lighting, adding seating and inviting food cart vendors to 
the site. if this were undertaken on fridays and weekend 
nights, it would act as a draw for others outside of the 
neighborhood and create a safe and attractive venue for 
gathering. 

to test the feasibility of building renovation, a financial 
analysis was prepared by edward starkie, the design 
team’s market analyst, for the historic building at the 
northeast corner of rockwell and mcdaniel. if converted 
to mixed use, with a ground floor art gallery or retail space 
and two units upstairs, the cost of renovation can be 
covered for the current owner by current leasing rates and 
yield an internal rate of return between 9 and 12 percent. 

Complete streets and Complete plaCes
make mcdaniel more walkable—walkable places add 
value and attract residents. the current walkability score 
for mcdaniel is currently 40 out of 100. according to 
a recent study titled Walking the Walk, 2010 CEO’s for 
Cities by Joe Cortright, changing walkability scores by one 
point can change the value per housing unit from ±$700 
to ±2,300. if mcdaniel were improved to a walk score of 
75, a house on mcdaniel could rise in value by ±$28,000 
or more. to achieve high walk scores requires amenities, 
well-kept properties and public safety. 

a complete street is one that works for all modes of access: 
pedestrian, bicycle, transit and automobile. Creating 
complete streets requires more than calculating traffic 
capacity. Complete streets offer an economic advantage 
to their neighborhoods by enabling small businesses to 
aggregate together to create and capture pedestrian 
traffic. slower traffic speeds allow smaller façade signage 
since sight times are longer and drivers have time to see 
and access businesses with shorter, pedestrian oriented 
frontages. the aggregation of a wide variety of businesses 
at nodes makes a diverse and economically viable 
business environment by creating a retail or commercial 
destination. this typology best characterizes the goals 
for improvements to support neighborhood revitalization 
along mcdaniel street.

another economic factor is that vital retail districts 
on complete streets tend to draw from their region 
rather than having a more limited trade area. they 
are authentically public, active places where people 
get to watch other people because they are not in 
cars. Complete streets offer both drive-by traffic volume 
and pedestrian volume, enabling two modes of market 
capture, and increasing local capture through higher 
economic utility and higher social value. mcdaniel street 
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could benefit from reconfiguration into complete streets. 
it could become economic generators for the individual 
districts through which it passes.

it is important to make development on mcdaniel and 
university walkable, with complete streets, especially new 
development on the university avenue site. Complete 
streets are those that allow travel by all modes, not just 
cars. Walkable places respond to the changing millennial 
and senior markets. Complete streets add economic 
advantages; they have more pedestrians and tend to be 
livelier, as authentic main streets they draw from a wider 
market radius than a typical stand-alone development. 
Complete streets capture sales from both autos and 
pedestrians and allow an increase in density of retail and 
services, therefore providing better services to the local 
community while fostering a stronger small business 
environment. 

With complete streets come complete places. for new 
development at the future atlanta beltline stop on 
university, the plan proposes complete spaces. these can 
be created as long as the following attributes are included:

•	 a lifecycle of housing for all ages, incomes,
•	 include employment space in transition areas,
•	 retail on the street front, properly-sized for area 

population and income, and
•	 services adjacent to retail, employment.

When the beltline line is in place, and when university 
is realigned according to the proposed plan, there is 
market potential for high density residential with retail 
and services, and employment space including medical 
or health care space adjacent to the station. to calculate 
the market for grocery at the beltline station area, the 

spending for grocery in a one-mile and a two-mile radius 
was calculated by the design team. Capturing 30 percent 
of spending in the one mile radius and 4 percent of 
spending in the area between one and two miles provided 
a conservative estimate of support for approximately 
60,000 square feet of grocery space.

flexibility is required so that small efforts can begin and 
lead to larger lasting change. for all areas, to encourage 
development, we can respond to market needs flexibly:

•	 allow incremental development— “bite size pieces” 
that can be financed by local property owners,

•	 allow flexibility in land uses to respond to markets,
•	 Concentrate retail for the most impact in a limited 

market,
•	 allow temporary buildings in the down economy, 

and
•	 allow temporary uses such as food carts and 

outdoor vendors on underused sites.

entrepreneurial industrial/flex spaCe in 
CURRENT	UNdER-USEd	SPACE
in the past, employment was expected to be downtown 
or in office and industrial parks. there are now many 
categories of “manufacturing” and technical disciplines 
that use flex space for startups, desire nearby cafes 
and services, that do not require industrially sized truck 
streets, that work in places with retail, can be placed into 
transition areas near residential development to allow 
walking or biking to work. new industrial/office/tech 
businesses will seek out areas like the northern industrial 
parts of the pittsburgh neighborhood because of the 
low rents if the amenities and safety can be provided. in 
addition, there is potential for professional/technical live/
work space for self-employed on mcdaniel if safety issues 
can be resolved.

restaurant opportunitY in the neighborhood 
Core if safetY issues Can be resolved
restaurants and entertainment thrived in the core of 
the neighborhood at once in pittsburgh’s past. if the 
temporary use plan for the corner of mary and mcdaniel 
is successful, and if it increases the perception and reality 
of safety, then the areas near it will be a suitable place for 
a new restaurant. there is sufficient consumer spending 
currently to support a restaurant, but the prerequisites 
of neighborhood safety need to be sufficiently resolved 
before it can be successful.

loCal initiatives to aChieve suCCess for residents
in relation to what is listed above, there are basic actions 
to be undertaken to improve opportunity and local quality 
of life:

Programs for the Local Workforce
these programs include training for local youth and 
prospective employees of new business. in light of this 
need, the formation of a partnership with the local 
technical college to increase local workforce skills should 
be undertaken, and if possible, at a local neighborhood 
satellite training center to ensure easy access for residents. 
resources for small business formation assistance and 
training are listed later in this chapter.

Form a Marketing Program for Empty Storefronts
there are empty storefronts on mcdaniel street and 
on the district side streets such as the laundromat on 
delevan street. a marketing program that emphasized 
the ability to use local incentives should be undertaken 
to attract new businesses. these incentives are discussed 
later in this chapter.
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Technical assistance for small business creation
technical assistance for local business is critical, and 
several resources for this are listed later in this chapter.

Community Space for Socializing
as has been noted elsewhere in this plan, it is very 
necessary to enliven the core of the neighborhood with 
safe space that can act to bring the community together. 
the corner of mary and mcdaniel can be enlivened in the 
short term with temporary buildings and improvements. 
in the long term, this area needs at least one restaurant 
and a coffee shop/diner to cater to the local community.

Affordable Modern Daycare facilities to Enable Employment
affordable modern daycare centers with trained staff 
are important for two reasons: to ensure that women 
with children can afford to go to work without worrying 
about the safety and health of their children; and to 
ensure that the children in daycare have experiences 
that are both pleasant and educational. good daycare 
is at the beginning of successful education, and allows 
for a successful home life for families when affordable. 
unfortunately, federal funding for head start has expired 
for 2011, but depending upon future determinations in 
Congress, there may be future opportunities in 2012-2013 
for the us department of health and human services.

Renovate Buildings at Important Corners
during the charrette, two building owners discussed the 
possibility of renovating their buildings. one building is 
at the northwest corner of mary and mcdaniel street, 
and the other is at the northeast corner of rockwell and 
mcdaniel street. using pro forma analysis it appears 
possible for current owners to perform this renovation, as 
they already have acquired the structures, but the market 
for any real estate, and the financing climate is such that 
owners may find difficulty achieving financing. 

to mitigate this problem, there are several possible 
funding avenues for the owners to explore: if the buildings 
were built before 1936 they eligible for 10 percent 
renovation tax credits even if not designated historic; new 
market tax credits may be available for these projects; 
the façade improvement program as proposed in the plan 
implementation chapter.  in addition, if part of the building 
use is for apartments on upper floors, hud guarantees 
loans for multi-family in low-income neighborhoods.
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FUNDING SOURCES
the following are existing funding strategies and sources 
that can be utilized for the neighborhood of pittsburgh. 

ChoiCe neighborhood implementation aCt 
(CdFA	14.889)
this opportunity is restricted to the renovation of public 
housing in neighborhoods with a transformation plan.
Choice neighborhoods implementation grants 
support those communities that have undergone a 
comprehensive local planning process and are ready to 
implement their “transformation plan” to redevelop the 
neighborhood. hud is focused on directing resources to 
achieve the following three core goals: 

1. Housing: transform distressed public and assisted 
housing into energy efficient, mixed-up income 
housing that is physically and financially viable over 
the long term; 

2. People: support positive outcomes for families who 
live in the target development(s) and the surrounding 
neighborhood, particularly outcomes related to 
residents’ health, safety employment, mobility, and 
education and, 

3. Neighborhood: transform distressed, high-poverty 
neighborhoods into viable, mixed-up income 
neighborhoods with access to well–functioning 
services, high quality public schools and education 
programs, high quality early learning programs and 
services, public assets, public transportation, and 
improved access to jobs. 

the plan must focus on the revitalization of a severely 
distressed public housing or hud-assisted multifamily 
housing project located in a distressed neighborhood.

based upon the terms it is not clear that the pittsburgh 
neighborhood is eligible for this funding, but it may be 
worth investigation to see if the neighborhood plan 
process just completed can qualify as a transformation 
plan, and whether a package of public housing can 
be assembled to fit the terms of the grant. this grant 
requires a 50% match. the current funding is $110 
million and the award ceiling is $30 million. While it 
is geared toward large projects, it is at least worth 
understanding if smaller grants could be awarded.

COMMUNITy	FOOd	PROjECT	GRANTS	(CdFA	10.225)
these are grants to provide funding for the provision of 
local food production and programs for producing self-
sustaining community food resources. the program is 
funded for the 2012-2013 fiscal year for $5 million. there 
is not yet an application for the future fiscal year grants. 
the grants are administered by the us department of 
agriculture and are available to entities in both urban 
and rural areas. the range of awards is up to $500,000 
per award. 

the people’s garden initiative
this is a small project funded by the us department of 
agriculture to produce community and urban agriculture. 
funding for the program last year was approximately 
$725,000. 

us eConomiC development administration
the atlanta regional office of the economic development 
administration, covering a region of eight states, is able 
to assist on a competitive basis with costs for projects 
such as incubators or re-use of industrial facilities in order 
to create or retain employment. the contact information 
is found at www.eda.gov/contact.htm and the local 
phone number is  404-730-3023. a representative noted 
that there may be funding in the range of $2 million 
that could be contributed for rehabilitation, but noted 
that as the office covers eight states all such funding 
will be evaluated in light of regional rather than local 
needs. it is suggested that such funding could help with 
revitalization or a demonstration project in the northern 
industrial area of the pittsburgh neighborhood. 

to pursue the opportunity, the eda notes that one of 
the points of interest in making grants or loans is private 
sector participation. it is suggested that sndsi work with 
local owners to find an opportunity for which this funding 
might be sought and used to create neighborhood jobs.

FUNDING SOURCES FOR BUSINESSES
the state of georgia offers a variety of incentives for 
businesses operating in georgia, including:

Job tax Credit 
Companies and their headquarters that are engaged in 
strategic industries such as manufacturing, warehousing 
& distribution, processing, telecommunications, 
broadcasting, tourism, and research and development 
may qualify for georgia’s Job tax Credit program. 
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QualitY Jobs tax Credit
Companies that create at least 50 jobs in a 12-month 
period where each job pays wages at least 110 percent 
of the county average are eligible to receive a tax credit 
of $2,500-$5,000 per job, per year, for up to five years

researCh & development 
georgia offers an incentive to new and existing business 
entities performing qualified research and development 
in georgia. Companies may claim a 10 percent tax credit 
of increased r&d expenses subject to a base amount 
calculation.

Child Care tax Credits
employers who purchase or build qualified child care 
facilities or sponsor child care are eligible to receive 
georgia income tax credits, 75 percent of direct care 
costs or 100 percent of the cost of construction. 

WorK opportunitY tax Credit program 
the georgia department of labor (gdol) coordinates 
the federal Work opportunity tax Credit program. the 
WotC program is a federal tax credit incentive that 
the u.s. Congress provides to private-sector businesses 
for hiring individuals from target groups that include 
certain tanf (temporary assistance for needy families) 
and food stamp recipients, and certain residents of an 
empowerment Zone (eZ) or rural renewal County (rrC).
 

georgia state tax exemptions
georgia offers sales and use tax and inventory tax 
exemptions to help business establishments.

hiring assistanCe 
georgia’s department of labor (gdol) assists companies 
in recruitment by posting job notices, collecting and 
screening applications and/or résumés, providing 
interview space, scheduling interviews and hosting job 
fairs. gdol will work with private employment agencies 
that list jobs with the state.

QuiCK start emploYee training 
georgia’s nationally-ranked employee training program, 
Quick start, provides customized training for new 
employees in skill-based jobs at no cost to qualifying 
companies. the training program is given to the company 
for its future use. Quick start provides training space, 
instructors and all needed materials related to the 
program, potentially saving companies millions of dollars 
in training costs. georgiaquickstart.org

georgia WorK readY 
georgia Work ready is available for companies meeting 
minimum hiring requirements and is easy to access 
through the state’s network of technical colleges. 

retraining tax Credit 
a company’s direct investment in training can be claimed 
as a tax credit. the credit is available to all georgia 
businesses that file a georgia income tax return. training 
programs must be approved by the technical College 
system of georgia. the retraining program must be 
for quality and productivity enhancements and certain 
software technologies. 

angel investor tax Credit 
georgia now offers an income tax credit for qualified 
investors who invest in certain qualified businesses in 
georgia in calendar years 2011, 2012 and 2013. the 
credit is claimed two years later, in 2013, 2014 and 2015, 
respectively. the credit is 35 percent of the investment 
with an individual investor cap of $50,000 per year

small business tax relief 
georgia now allows small businesses making capital 
investments of less than $410,000 to write off up to 
$102,000 of those expenses. for capital investments 
greater than $410,000, the tax write-off is reduced dollar 
for dollar.


